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PREFACE

The Team consisted basically of 7 members:

H. Coblans (U.K.)
G. Del Bigio (I.A.E.A.) 
L.L. Isaev (U.S.S.R.)
L. Rolling (Euratom)

I.V. Tikhonov (U.S.S.R.)
W. Vaden (U.S.A.)
G. Wenske (Federal Republic of

Germany)

stationed for the period 4 March to 28 June 1968 at IAEA Headquarters 
in Vienna. For one month (13 May to 14 June) C. Gottschalk (U.S.A.) 
took part in all the deliberations of the Team and specially concerned 
himself with the revision of the "Rules Recommended for Input".

A computer sub-group, working in conjunction with the Team for 
periods ranging between 2 to 4 weeks, consisted of

E. Barraclough (U.K.) K. Isoda (Japan)
J.A. Gillcrist (U.S.A.) E. Tschemoster (C.S.S.R.)

G. Del Bigio spent two weeks with this computer sub-group.

Their Report is contained in Part III. Also the Zentralstelle 
für maschinelle Dokumentation, Frankfurt am Main, made R. Bernhardt 
available to us for one week to discuss problems of paper tape input.

We also had the benefit of comment and detailed discussion with 
some representatives from national atomic energy commissions, who spent 
a few days in Vienna

P. Debraine and J. lung (France)
J. Hybner (C.S.S.R.)
B. Tell (Sweden)

. This report is divided into 3 parts:

Part I: The main section for which there is full agreement among

Part II: Areas of partial agreement with an indication of minority

Part III: A technical report of the computer sub-group.

The Team would like to express its thanks to the administrative 
staff of the Agency, and particularly to the Director and staff of 
the Division of Scientific and Technical Information for their 
unstinted help and kindness to us during the four months of our 
labours.

members of the Team.

views.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

During the fifties a number of trends in the growth and 
management of information stored in documents began to emerge.
On the one hand the documentation of the traditional scientific 
disciplines was more and more, being supplemented and partly 
duplicated by a mission-oriented approach, as in the nuclear 
and space sciences and technologies. On the other hand, with 
the growing publication potential of the developing countries, 
and the consequent shift in predominance of the few common 
Western languages, the control of the world literature was 
becoming more difficulty both quantitatively and qualitatively.
The much heralded benefits of mechanization began to be more 
soberly assessed in the middle sixties with the growing realiza
tion that shared cataloguing, the standardization of input and 
compatibility are pre-requisites for the rational and efficient 
use of the computer. Thus the concept of standardized input and 
unified storage as a basis for multi-purpose output was developed 
nationally, and later extended internationally, in the MARC project 
of the Library of Congress. The exploitation of duplicate tapes 
from MEDLARS, from the American Chemical Society, in a decentralized 
mode-nationaily and also iff Europe-," have provided'a powerful 
stimulus to progress and have highlighted the many problems, both 
management and indexing technique, that are still largely unresolved. 
At a more truly international level there are the shared facilities 
of ESRO and ELDO as the European partners of the "NASA Space 
Documentation Service".

Thus in a mission-oriented area like nuclear science where an 
exceptionally efficient and valuable documentation service "Nuclear 
Science Abstracts" has been maintained from its very beginnings in 
the late forties, it was quite natural that thoughts should turn to 
international sharing and computer management, and that the IAEA 
should accept its responsibilities. Actually this whole process-, 
was accelerated by indications that the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
would be reducing its international commitments in providing 
documents and controlling the literature.

With the aid of consultants from the USSR (L.L. Isaev) and the 
U.S.A. (R.K. Wakerling) a plan (l) for an International Nuclear 
Information System was drawn up. This provided the basic working 
paper for a V/orking Group which met at the Agency Headquarters from 
12-14 December 1966. There were 2y participants from 16 Member 
States and 4 international organizations. There was complete agree
ment that the Agency should assume a "leading role" in the develop
ment of INIS. The main points of agreement (2,3) included two basic 
recommendations:

a) national and regional services acting in an international 
network should identify and provide bibliographical and 
subject descriptions of the relevant documents of their 
geographical area;
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b) the carrier language of the computer-stored information 
should be English.

There was no agreement (2) on:

a) whether the subject indexing should be based on the Euratom 
Thesaurus of keywords (9);

b) whether the system should include abstracts as well as the 
bibliographical descriptions and subject index terms.

Further it was recommended (3) that "starting 1 January 1967, 
the (Agency would) gradually expand its limited clearinghouse 
functions" and "make output available on a gradually-expanding basis 
as INIS is progressively implemented." It was also agreed that the 
Agency should "acquire the services of groups of outside experts ... 
to assist the Secretariat in specifying the functions of INIS"(3).

It was soon realized that an accepted international standard 
for bibliographic description is an obvious and essential prerequisite 
for decentralized input from national sources. A small working party 
in August 1967 prepared a Draft (5) of recommended standards. This 
was discussed by a Panel on Descriptive Cataloguing for INIS Input 
which met in Vienna on 11-13 December 1967 and was representative of 
the main interests, both national and international. The Panel had 
the benefit of detailed comments on' the Draft from Japan, the U.S.A., 
Euratom, ILO and OECD and finally agreed on a revised version of the 
Rules (6).

As already mentioned, the place of abstracts in the system was 
not resolved at the December 1966 meeting. As noted in the Agency 
document on the Budget 1963 (7)

"In the working party ... it was noted that the Government of the 
U.S. might be prepared to work with the Agency towards an expansion 
of ... co-operation ... The objective of all this would be to 
have N.S.A. converted into a product of international co-operation 
on as wide a basis as possible and to have it recognized as the 
first internationally available output data of INIS".

A small group of experts was convened for September 1967 to 
advise the Agency on this aspect of INIS. In their Report (8) they 
recommended that "the Agency should continue the studies of possible 
ways towards providing the necessary coordination of INIS operations 
with those of NSA es well as of other abstracting journals covering 
nuclear science and technology". But in reviewing the Agency1s 
schedule of INIS work they suggested that the study should concern 
itself mainly with the "description of a system providing:

a) A magnetic tape service (i.e. a complete list of references 
and keywords reported by the Member States);

b) A periodically printed List of References taken directly 
from the tape;

c) A continued microfiche service".
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The conclusions of the Study Group were interpreted as follows 
in a Secretariat document (2), prepared for the January 1968 meeting 
of the Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC):

"These (experts) noted that the Agency’s staff resources were 
limited, and were anxious that the maximum effort should be 
devoted to the computer-based aspects of INIS. They, there
fore, recommended that the Agency should take no initiative 
to incorporate "Nuclear Science Abstracts" in its general 
plans for INIS".

SAC at its meeting (4) decided that the Agency "should not take 
any formal initiative ... before being approached by the publishing 
State. In the meantime the consultants working on the systems study 
should consider what organic link, if any, would be appropriate 
between INIS and the Abstracts, should the occasion arise".

Finally, the team of consultants was given Terms of Reference 
(Appendix B) which integrated the recommendations made by the above 
mentioned Committees and gave guidance as to priorities. However, 
it was made clear that the team "will have the freedom to recommend 
departures ... when such departures appear ... to be technically or 
economically desirable". These Terms of Reference were circulated to 
the main countries involved. Replies have been received from 17 
countries and, apart from Belgium, there seems to be general agreement 
on the main purposes of INIS and the procedures for arriving at a first
design of a working system. The main divergences of opinion arise in--------
the emphasis to be given to abstracts and Clearinghouse operations, 
and in the administrative organization and financial commitments.

As already mentioned, computer-aided systems attempting world
wide coverage of the literature of certain subjects have been running 
for some time, but always under centralized national (or regional) 
control. INIS is the first attempt to completely internationalize 
both intake and management, and the methods it is exploring will have 
considerable influence on the future of international documentation.

3
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Chapter 2

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

In this section we shall discuss the general principles which 
have emerged from earlier recommendations by groups of experts and 
national representatives (outlined in introductory section above) 
and which the Team endorse and have developed further. The full 
implications and the more detailed comment, that is advantages and 
disadvantages, justification, special problems, etc., will be 
elaborated in the relevant sections which follow below.

The main feature of INIS is that the international control of 
literature of the nuclear science should be based on maximum decentra
lization consistent with reasonable efficiency. In this way it is 
hoped to keep the costs to the IAEA as low as possible and to spread 
the national costs equitably as between large and small producers.
Actually, the concept of decentralized input for machine storage is
not new. It has been in operation for some time (at this stage .
not yet in machine-readable form) at

a) Library of Congress, where a large part of the national 
output of a number of European countries is being fed into 
the catalogue store;

b) AEC, Oak Ridge, where Canadian, British and Scandinavian 
references for nuclear literature are received for direct

-------- incorporation in N.S.A. - _ _ _ _ _____ _______

But these are national systems where control and production are 
strongly centralized and the final authority is clear and undivided.

On the other hand what INIS is attempting to pioneer is much 
more difficult. As much authority and responsibility is to be left 
to national centres as is consistent with the necessary control and effort at 
the central point, the Agency in Vienna. Both for bibliographical 
description and subject indexing, centralized control is the simplest 
way to achieve consistency and therefore efficient retrieval. ^
Mechanization introduces the further hazards of input from varying '
"computer" peripherals and subsequent output for a variable range of 
users.

Therefore in the design of a system that potentially involves 
the handling of some 100,000 documents annually, certain aspects of 
the system are highly critical, if one is to ensure uniformity of 
input by all contributing members, so that the output will be trust
worthy and useable for retrieval at all national centres in a flexible 
manner. To maximize the transfer of information there must be some 
central control and administration. Therefore it is necessary to 
establish:

a) what is the minimum size of decentralized unit for viable 
input;

b) how much central checking is essential in terms of staff at 
INIS headquarters.
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In effect what is the maximum inconsistency ratio which would 
make identification of references and indexing still supportable 
for machine retrieval from tapes? Clearly the rules for biblio
graphical description must be unequivocal and uniformly applicable, 
the method of subject control must be chosen for ensuring maximum 
of consistency, so that large and small countries with widely 
varying traditions of documentation can work to one system. This 
may mean that small producers may have to combine into regional 
groups that are viable. In fact, the larger the inputting units, 
the greater the chance of the success of the system. While the 
Team accepts the principle of decentralization,in practice it must 
be seen as a two-stage:iproblem; the intellectual selection and 
preparation in a standardized form of bibliographical entries and 
the conversion of the data into machine-readable form. The former 
is largely a national responsibility (under the principle of decentra
lization); the latter, mainly for technical reasons, should be 
centralized or regionalized as much as possible.

On the supposition that each individual country Is in the best 
position to police its own nuclear literature, the discretion for 
the inclusion or exclusion of any item rests entirely with each 
national centre. This will undoubtedly lead to some duplication, 
even triplication, of entries, but it is the price (probably low) 
that must be paid for a decentralized approach. Centres will be 
encouraged to be vigilant on this score and strive to maintain the 
integrity of the file record. However, error identification and 

. — correction is certainly the most- important responsibility of INIS 
headquarters. Adequate and not inexpensive manpower will have to be 
made available for this purpose.

Obviously any international organization must a priori aim at 
the maximum compatibility with other mechanized systems both inter
nationally and, as far as possible, nationally. This was the 
guiding principle in the preparation of the "Rules Recommended for 
Input" (6) and is partly responsible for some of its complexities, 
which will be discussed below. The aim must be to arrive at an 
agreed form for input both in terms of bibliographical elements and 
file structure so that tapes can be merged with a minimum of conversion 
in the fields where sizeable stores already exist, namely, medicine, 
chemistry, space research etc. However, the whole field of this 
type of interdisciplinary and international compatibility is in a 
state of great ferment and flux at present, but the prospects are 
improving. The output products (essentially magnetic tape and a 
printed list) are far less critical for compatibility and standardi
zation. The list will have some indexes, but no subject index.
Subject searches will be made by using the magnetic tapes as INIS 
is primarily intended for mechanized retrieval.

Finally INIS has a major responsibility to make all the literature 
of its mission - the nuclear sciences - available to all its Members 
so as to supplement present bilateral arrangements. In fact, guaranteed 
access to the documents (as hard copy or in microcopy), that are 
notified by tape or printed List, is a basic function of the service.
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Here the system has to resolve some of the inevitable oppositions 
which arise from the conflicting interests of small and large 
countries, highly industrialized and developing countries. Subject 
scope is a sensitive area of this kind. Thus the "industrial uses 
of isotopes" is a subject of more interest to developing countries 
than say high energy physics, which greatly interests certain 
other countries.
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Chapter 3

PARAMETERS

In designing a system and establishing its main outlines, 
it is necessary to estimate the likely input and output on the 
basis of a minimum number of assumptions. Fortunately this is 
comparatively easy as nuclear science and technology is a new 
field and its documentation has been thoroughly under control 
through N.S.A. since 19^7* Furthermore this has been augmented 
in recent years by Euratom (10) and thus there is a fairly reliable 
basis for our statistical estimates.

Assuming a subject scope and a coverage policy somewhere 
between those of N.S.A. and Euratom (see Appendix C), the number 
of items to be handled by INIS per annum is between 80 and 100 
thousand. For simplicity, we have taken ,3.xfigure of 84,000 as 
reasonable for the first period of the seventies and the likely 
national distribution is given in the table below.

Estimate of national nuclear literature (per annum)

Number of 
items /O

U.S.A. 33,600 40

U.S.S.R. 10,900 13

United Kingdom 6,700 8

Federal Republic of Germany 5,000 6

Japan 4,200 5

France 3,400 4

Italy 2,500 2

Netherlands 2,500 3

Scandinavia 2,500 3

Canada 1,700 22
German Democratic Republic 1,700 2

17 other countries * 9,300 11

84,000 100

* Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, 
Greece, Hungary, India, Israel, Pakistan, Poland, Romania, Spain, 
Switzerland, Turkey, United Arab Republic.
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Somewhat less reliable is the estimateddistribution of the 
forms in which the literature occurs; but the figures are necessary 
as a guide for Clearinghouse operations.

*
Artirj.es in periodicals 66

Reports 20

Patents 3

Theses 2

Books and analytical entries (incl. 
single conference papers,
conference proceedings) 9*

100

* probably less than 0.5$ might be other items like films and 
engineering drawings.

Basic features

a) Some 30 countries will be supplying references for their 
literature involving an average monthly load of 7 }000 
items at Headquarters. The Clearinghouse should receive 
hard copy or microfiche for the non-conventional literature 
amounting to about 22,000 items (26$) per annum.

b) INIS will send out

i. Magnetic tapes twice a month to some countries.

ii. "INIS List of References". 24 issues (each 200 pages) 
per year.

iii. Cumulative indexes (author and report numbers) every 
6 months.

iv. Microfiche (or full copies) of requested items.

v. Authorities and guides (see Pt. 2 below)

Part 1 : Machine operations

a) Input. Each item can include:

i . Bibliographical description 375 characters
ii. 13 keywords (each 8 ch.) 104 characters

479 characters

Therefore input will be 3-4 million characters/month,

b) Output

i. Magnetic tape (semi-monthly). Using 200 feet tape 
reels and assuming a packing density on tape of 
800 ch. per inch. One reel (capacity 1.9 million 
characters) would suffice.
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ii. "INIS List of References". (24 issues per annum)
3500 items arranged in 6 subject categories.
20 items per page (A4) in double columns with a
45% photographic reduction and indexes give 200 pages.

iii. Cumulative indexes (every 6 months an independent 
cumulation)

a. Author. Taking an average of 2 authors per item 
and 9 characters per author gives 750>000 ch.

b. Report codes and patent numbers. Taking an average 
of 10 ch. per code it would amount to 97,000 ch.

Part 2 : Authorities and guides

a) Standard titles andaabbreviations of periodicals

Estimated no. of titles = 3000
(with cross references = 126,000 characters)
Revision and print-out at regular intervals.

b) Corporate author authority file

Based on N.S.A. experience it is estimated that there would 
be 11,000 references and codes (ca. 1 million characters). 
Updating twice annually.

c) Report codes authority file

To ensure consistency and reliability of report codes used 
an official file must be maintained. Based on the experience 
at Oak Ridge (11) this would involve some 6000 codes which 
together with cross references would need double that number 
of entries.

d) Maintenance of Thesaurus of Keywords

This essential tool for indexing will have to be revised 
and printed at least twice a year.

(The Euratom Thesaurus (9) contains about 16,000 keywords 
and added terms and this would imply a printing load of 
at least 128,000 characters each 6 months).

Part 3 = Clearinghouse

The number of requests for copies likely to be received is hard 
to estimate at this stage as it will depend on the growth and accessi
bility of clearinghouses which are functioning or due to be set up in 
different regions. However, the incoming load can be estimated. The 
"non-conventional literature", (what is not available through normal 
commercial channels) is approximately 20,000 items. Of these probably 
around two-thirds will be provided by Member States in the form of 
microfiches in standard format. The remainder representing some 
6500 reports (390,000 pages) will have to be converted to microfiche 
form at INIS Headquarters.
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Chapter 4

SUBJECT SCOPE

An agreed subject scope is an essential element in the design 
of INIS, both for establishing the volume of literature to be 
handled and to a lesser extent to provide the authority for subject 
indexing. The delineation of traditional scientific disciplines is 
becoming increasingly difficult as whole new interdisciplinary 
fields (e.g. molecular biology) are growing on all sides. When 
dealing with a mission-oriented situation like INIS, tradition and 
logic must be modified by user demands and the state of industrial 
development of the national members.

Starting from the well defined scope of N.S.A., Euratom found 
that it had to broaden its coverage to meet the demands of its 
members. In contrast the Federal authorities of the U.S<iA. became 
increasingly conscious on the one hand of the overlapping of their 
large mission-orientated documentation systems (nuclear science, 
space research, etc.); and on the hand of the duplication with the 
abstracting services of the traditional disciplines like physics, 
chemistry and biology. At the other end of the spectrum, the 
smaller developing countries would like to see as much of the 
admittedly marginal material (industrial uses of isotopes, all bio
medical aspects of the nuclear field) included in INIS. They do not 
have ready access to the large battery of specialized abstracting 
tools in many languages and in this sense it is the” mission character 
of INIS which attracts them. To put it more concretely: if in 
addition to the INIS Cist of References it becomes necessary to 
consult "N.S.A.", "Physics abstracts", "Chemical abstracts",
"Biological abstracts", "Index medicus", "La propriete industrielle 
nucleaire — Brevatome", the German publication "isotope titles", 
etc., INIS becomes less responsive to their real needs. It is also 
a fact that the majority of the questions that are put to the 
Euratom system in Brussels and the ZAED in Frankfurt/Main fall in 
this disputed area, which is in effect on the periphery rather than 
at the centre of the nuclear field.

Thus it is inevitable that there should be some inverse 
correlation between the size (in terms of producing nuclear literature) 
of a country and the breadth of scope it considers desirable. Here 
are conflicting interests which are sometimes difficult to reconcile. 
Among members of the Team there is a distinct cleavage of opinion 
which reflects this opposition. Some concessions will have to be 
made on both sides. For example if the N.S.A. scope (12) is inter
preted strictly, according to a count made by a member of the Team, 
almost half of the publications of the Agency produced so far would 
be Excluded.

Consequently one of the first tasks of the Team was to produce 
an agreed miniikim scope with a supplementary list of possible 
additional subjects to be included, indicating wherever possible 
what the average yield of documents would be for the most contro
versial topics. This was done by merging and adjusting the latest 
N.S.A. scope (12) with the current Euratom practice (see Appendix C). 
The Team agreed to accept this core as a basis, which it was hoped



would be adopted by the majority of the countries. In addition a 
list of possible additional subject fields was drawn up. Both the 
core and the optional list of recommendations were distributed for 
comment to national centres. To date a dozen replies have been 
received.

On the basis of these replies, the Team proposes that INIS 
should start with the core, which represents the scope communicated 
to Member States last April. To it there should be added those 
items recommended by the majority (more than half) of the countries 
that have replied (see Appendix C). As INIS consolidates itself 
further fields can be added progressively, by agreement.

1
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Chapter 5

COVERAGE AND TYPES OP LITERATURE

Once the subject scope is circumscribed, it becomes necessary 
to agree on the desired coverage. This has two aspects: the forms
of literature to be included and how to ensure that all the relevant 
national and international information is brought into the system. 
According to the Terms of Reference (Appendix B) this "information 
is defined to include all scientific and technical articles that 
are published and available" , mainly in such forms as articles in 
periodicals, reports, patents, theses, separate conference papers, 
books, and published proceedings of conferences.

This definition partly begs the question as "published",
"available"are often ambiguous terms which need closer scrutiny.
Thus are pre-prints (a form of pseudo-publication) to be Included 
in the coverage? Does "available" pre-suppose a minimum print 
run or just the assurance that the document (original or copy) can 
be obtained on request, free or at a stated charge, from the originator 
or some clearinghouse? In practice it is useful to make a distinction 
between what we shall call conventional and non-conventional material 
on the basis of customary availability. Periodicals and books 
(including published conference proceedings) are normally available 
through commercial channels and are, in that sense, conventional.
All the rest is more difficult to locate and therefore national 
centres have a special duty to identify, report and supply those 
documents to the INIS Clearinghouse. They must also use their 
discretion in deciding whether the content of the document is elemen
tary, ephemeral or without permanent information value, and therefore not 
to be included. We suggest that the following forms should also be 
excluded: sales literature, documents limited to institutional use,
loose-leaf items out of context, abridgements. A document may not 
be relevant as a whole, but may contain a chapter or even a section 
which is in scope and suitable. This part is treated as an analytical 
entry as described in the Rules (6) and in the associated descriptive 
manuals of practice which will have to be prepared.

Pre-prints. Because of its bibliographical instability and the 
inherent dangers it introduces in the accepted norms of scientific 
publication (see Appendix D ) , no international organization should 
accept and propagate all the aberrant forms of the pre-print? However, 
INIS in principle aims at providing access to the maximum of informations 
Therefore if the national centre considers that the information in a 
document, which reaches it as a pre-print, is valid for inclusion (on 
grounds of scientific value, novelty, etc.), the centre can "publish" 
it, in the sense that it makes it readily available. The Team 
suggests that this could be done by giving each such pre-print a 
report number in a special national series with guaranteed availa
bility either directly from the country concerned or from the INIS 
Clearinghouse. Thus the document would be uniquely identifiable and 
have the status of a report. In consequenee the pre-print as a form 
of literature disappears from INIS coverage and it becomes trans
formed, at the discretion of the centre, into a report in a well- 
defined national series. Clearly the national centre would have to 
negotiate copyright and all other publication details with the
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authors concerned. It follows that the concept of pre-print should 
be entirely removed from the Rules (6), item 1.4.2 b).

Theses. This form of literature has marginal value for INE since 
what is essentially novel and a contribution to knowledge in a thesis 
is usually published either as a periodical article or as a mono
graph. However, theses often contain useful "know how" and detailed 
descriptions of apparatus omitted from published accounts. In most 
countries theses are not published, their availability is very 
restricted and often there are copyright obstacles. Therefore it 
is important that the national centres should attempt to locate 
and report all theses that are in scope and provide a channel for 
obtaining copies on request.

Pre-conference papers. On the average it takes between one and two 
years for the proceedings of conferences to be published. Therefore 
access to conference papers at the earliest possible moment should 
be made possible as part of INIS coverage. National centres should 
make arrangements to collect these single papers and report them as 
part of their input. However, it is essential that the author’s 
name, the official title, the place and date of the conference figure 
on the title page. A copy should be made available quickly to the 
INIS Clearinghouse.

The difficulties associated with this form of literature raise 
the question of an alternative method of ensuring good coverage. One 
procedure might be to arrange for experienced organizations to 
collect this material at least during the initial phases of INIS.
This could also help to have mo r"^uni form bibliographical description 
and to reduce duplication.

Duplication. As already mentioned in Chapter 2, some duplication will 
occur inevitably, since it is often difficult to establish the 
identity of content of two documents that may look dissimilar super
ficially. The decision rests with national centres as to whether the 
final version of a paper, which is treated as an analytical entry 
from published proceedings, is to be considered as different from 
the preliminary version reported, say one year earlier, as a pre
conference paper. Similarly there will be the report in a standard 
series which might appear later as an article in a periodical 
possibly with a changed or amplified title. The procedure in such 
cases is illustrated by an invented example worked out in Appendix E.

On the other hand, general rules can be made whereby it is 
agreed, for example, that cover-to-cover translations äiould only be 
reported once, namely by the country in which the periodical was 
originally published.

World-wide coverage. Apart from national input there are the publica
tions of international organizations and multi-national institutes, 
as well as countries which are not members of the IAEA. This material 
can be covered by a number of different procedures, each negotiated 
by the Agency with the international body or country concerned. The 
international organization could elect to send In work sheets directly 
to INIS. Alternatively it could contract with the host country to 
include the references in its input with the necessary identification 
of its international origin. The countries concerned oould be 
approached by the Agency to provide input on a basis of the mutual 
exchange of documents.
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The basic principle is that INIS must be world-wide in its 
coverage and the Agency will have to exert all its diplomatic and 
political skill to achieve this.

Chapter 6

IDENTIFICATION AND INDEXING

National centres have the basic responsibility for providing 
material for INIS in such a way that it becomes part of a coherent 
information system. This implies:

1) the selection of those documents which fall within the 
subject scope and the coverage specifications;

2) the identification of each document through its biblio
graphical description (formal criteria) according to a 
standard set of rules; ~

3) the allocation of indexing terms or classification tags 
which will allow of retrieval by subject criteria.

Therefore it is essential to have local personnel highly competent 
both in subject analysis and in cataloguing. As already mentioned in 
Chapter 2, a high degree of consistency must be maintained in these 
intellectual tasks. The standard rules should adhere as closely as 
possible to international practice, cover most contingencies and the 
INIS authority in Vienna must apply a certain number of centralized 
controls, such as authority files for standardising subject characteri
zation, report codes, corporate authors, periodical titles, so that 
retrieval is reasonably efficient.

The Team recommends 3 approaches to achieve the above aims:

1) Rules recommended for bibliographic description.

2) Subject control by broad categorization and co-ordinate 
indexing.

3) A standard work sheet.

Rules recommended for input

The revised version of the Rules (6) adopted at the meeting of 
the Panel in December 1967 was widely circulated and has received 
formal agreement from a number of countries. However, there is a 
general feeling that the rules are too complex and should be
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formulated more clearly where possible. There were also a number of 
comments from individuals mainly about an alleged confusion between 
the identification of cataloguing elements and bibliographical levels, 
and also the definition of the "legend". The Team has considered 
these questions and, while accepting the basic structure of the 
original formulation, recommends a few changes which should meet 
some of the criticisms (see Appendix F). A member of the Team has 
been commissioned to prepare a more definitive version of the Rules 
in the light of these changes.

Subject categories. We propose another important change in the Rules. 
The present subject categories, (Appendix 2 of the Rules) correspond 
only partly to the likkly interests of the potential users, especially 
in the developing countries. There may well be national groups that 
are interested only in high-energy physics or isotope use and techno
logy. Thus more suitable categorization can make it easier for these 
sectional interests to be satisfied by special print-outs from the 
tape or even the regular production of some printed sub-lists.
Therefore we suggest a broader system of categories which are 
basically user-oriented and are not a classification of knowledge 
or subject content. The main criterion becomes the intent of the 
document as a whole and the category is the most suitable "pigeon 
hole" into which it should be conventionally sorted.

The proposed categories (Appendix G) have a ^-symbol code.
Each document can be assigned two such categories — the main code 
and one subsidiary code. There should then be a specific reference _ 
from the subsidiary code to the item located under the main category. 
Also there would be general cross references (see also) permanently 
indicated in each category, where suitable.

Subject control. In the proposed system there are a number of subject 
approaches, which partly complement each other. In order of refinement 
we have

a) Searching on the title and other elements in the biblio
graphical description - the lowest level approach. This has 
been shown to be effective by Kessler (13) in the Technical 
Information Project at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. Admittedly in TIP there is the added capability 
of citation indexing.

b) The subject categories described above give a broad 
hierarchical breakdown.

c) Co-ordinate indexing which provides indexing in depth.

Information retrieval languages. In evaluating the various methods 
which might be suitable for INIS, the Team was faced with what was 
probably its most difficult task. As has been shown by Cleverdon (l4), 
there is no experimental evidence to prove the unique superiority of 
any one of the main indexing systems.

The choice was narrowed to the following three widely used methods 
(a fourth possibility, automatic indexing (15), though perhaps 
attractive in principle, is not a serious contender at this stage, as 
INIS in its present framework is not planning to store abstracts in 
machine-readable form):
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1) Hierarchical classification, e.g. the Universal Decimal 
Classification.

2) Alphabetical list of headings, e.g. "Subject headings used 
by the U.S.A.E.C."

3) Keywords, e.g. the Euratom Thesaurus.

U.D.C. This classification is internationally the most widespread 
of all hierarchical systems in science and technology, and it has 
a highly developed organization (through the P.I.D.) for its 
standardisation and up-dating. Thus there is a sizable pool of 
competent classifiers in many countries and the number is growing 
particularly in the nuclear sciences, partly as a result of the 
financial sponsorship by the Agency of the special edition of the 
U.D.C. for nuclear science and technology (16).

Further the recently published reports (17) of the U.D.C.
Project of the American Institute of Physics and the work done at 
the "Zentralstelle für maschinelle Dokumentation" (18) in Frankfurt 
am Main have shown that for an hierarchical approach and a complete 
range of knowledge, the U.D.C. can be effectively used for machine 
retrieval.

On the other hand, compared, with keywords the precision of 
indexing and query formulation is low. Above all the consistency 
of indexing as between different countries or even within one group 
of indexers, tends to be variable and low.

Subject headings. This indexing system, especially as operating at 
Oak Ridge for Nuclear Science Abstracts" using a modifier line with a 
standardised entry word for each item, gives high precision of 
indexing and reasonable consistency with indexers having English 
as their mother tongue.

However, they must have good subject knowledge but they can be 
trained relatively quickly. In contrast with the other two systems 
the costs of indexing are higher.

Keywords. Particularly as developed in the Euratom Nuclear Documenta
tion System (ENDS), co-ordinate indexing gives high precision of 
indexing and good retrieval performance. However, it needs indexers 
with a good scientific knowledge. But after a relatively short training 
a fairly high consistency of indexing can be achieved. Also the 
control of the thesaurus must be rigidly and centrally maintained.

Final choice. In arriving at a decision to use keywords, the Team 
agreed to apply three main criteria: retrieval performance,
consistency of indexing and the economics (overall cost) of this 
sub-system.

a) Retrieval performance

It was not possible to undertake a large-scale and well- 
planned experimental study but we were able by a fortunate 
chance to compare the results of one broad, but high!y 
specialized search topic, carried out both at Oak ige 
by the RESPONSA method (19) and in Brussels by ENDS. The
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data store considered for the two searches, i.e. abstracts, 
was identical. Indexing - NSA subject headings and Euratom 
keywords - had been done by the same individuals at Oak 
Ridge. The outcome convinced the Team that from the point 
of view of INIS there was no significant difference in 
performance of the two systems. In one respect RESPONSA 
is more versatile in that it automatically provides a print
out giving modifier lines (with reference number to NSA 
abstract) arranged under subject headings. In other words, 
it provides a subject index reproducable by offset printing, 
which is not possible for a search by keywords.

b) Consistency

In assessing the reasons for failure in the systems studied, 
Cleverdon (14, p.49) points out that "the major part (was) 
due to indexing, and (only a) small percentage which can be 
shown to have been caused through any weakness of the indexing 
system". This highlights the critical importance for INIS 
with its highly decentralized input, of choosing a system 
which is likely to ensure the maximum of consistency of 
indexing. U.D.C. was eliminated mainly on this criterion.

c) Economics

Since both subject headings and keywords are assigned at 
Oak Ridge, there is a reliable basis for comparing the 
costs. In effect the costs are higher as it takes longer

------ to construct modifier phrases for amplification of the----------
subject headings for each item than for keywords. There is 
an additional cost arising from the need to code the subject 
headings and the modifiers so as to bring them together in 
the machine store.

There were two other advantages which contributed to the final 
decision:

1) - ENDS has developed autom&tic routines (for which the
programmes are written) for error detection and correction, 
and hierarchic posting. The latter simplifies query 
formulation at any level of specificity.

2) Since nuclear science is fully documented from its 
beginnings in 1947 and ENDS has the complete store in 
machine-readable and searchable form, the use of keywords 
makes it possible for INIS to do retrospective retrieval, 
in principle, as far back as desired.

INIS Thesaurus Management and Indexing Control. Starting from the 
principle of decentralized input, with the imposed necessity for 
consistency of indexing, the choice of co-ordinate indexing äs a 
system followed quite naturally. However, there are two consequences 
which become mandatory - the indexers must have good subject 
knowledge and must receive a high level of training, and there must 
be a professional and continuing responsibility for a strongly 
centralized maintenance of the thesaurus of keywords, alphabetical 
lists and terminology charts. Failing this, keywords are likely 
to be very inefficient in retrieval operations.
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Not only must the thesaurus be maintained, it must be developed 
as the language of science is in continuous flux. Therefore the 
form of management needs to be very carefully considered by the 
Agency. A highly developed and well-functioning thesaurus of key
words for nuclear science and technology has been created and is 
operating in Euratom, C.I.D. The Team visited this office in 
Brussels and studied the experience gained by this organization in 
thesaurus maintenance and up-dating. We are agreed that the final 
goal of INIS should be the elaboration of an INIS Thesaurus, which 
should correspond to its subject scope and incorporate the best 
experience of Euratom, the U.S.S.R., the U.S.A. and other countries 
working in this field (see Part II).

Indexing control. In moving from manual to machine-aided documentation, 
the detection and correction of errors becomes a critical factor.
Thus it becomes necessary to perform routine sample checking of 
index term assignment while accidental errors (e.g. spelling) can be 
corrected by machine routines (see Chapter 9 )> systematic errors, 
the first time they occur can only be detected by manual checking. j
The amount of systematic error determines the amount of manual 
correction to be done and the consequent communication with the 
inputting centres can become a heavy load in a completely decentra
lized system. In a centralized situation, the test sample can be 
held low (less than 5$ in ENDS). However, in INIS where there are 
many small and heterogenous batches from national centres the sample 
size will have to be larger, probably nearer 10$. In practice below 
a certain critical size, the checking or re-indexing of a complete 
batch will be less expensive than the checking of ä sample- and- the 
corresponding correction and feedback operations.

A study was undertaken by a member of the Team on the likely 
costs for management and the training of indexers as a function of 
the degree of centralization. It was found that the minimum of total 
INIS expenditure would be located somewhere around 80$ decentralization.
This would mean that, since about 80$ of total input comes from seven 
countries, the other twenty odd countries should be combined as far 
as possible in larger regional units or even handled centrally. In 
other words, the most efficient procedure would be to handle the 
indexing of this 20$ at INIS headquarters. We do not necessarily 
advocate this drastic efficiency, as it is important that the 
smaller producers should gain the experience of local indexing.
However, the immediate aim should be to group very small producers 
into viable regional groups. This is particularly desirable since it is 
hardly likely that very small countries can afford to have at least 
four subject specialists (see Chapter 12 on training) trained and 
maintained for rapid indexing.

In addition to the Thesaurus of Keywords, a set of indexing 
rules must be developed. Such rules would include instructions 
for the conceptual analysis of the documents, for the use of links 
and indications for the best use of various types of terms.

INIS information retrieval. This can be looked at from two points of 
view, in the field and at the headquarters.
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National centres able to use magnetic tapes can provide S.D.I. 
for specialized information centres and for individuals using profiles 
constructed from the keywords. Similarly a cumulative store of 
references will be built up for retrospective searching on INIS tapes 
back to 1970. For the period 1947-1969} arrangements may have to be 
made through INIS or directly to obtain access to the Euratom store 
of tapes.

At headquarters a minimum of trained indexers must be main
tained to handle the Agency's own publications for input and for 
indexing control.

There will also be a need for retrieval specialists to supple
ment the information service to Agency scientists at present given 
by the library. Increasingly in the seventies the developing 
countries will be applying to headquarters for retrospective searches 
on the full store of tapes. INIS must become adequately equipped 
in staff to satisfy these requests at some reasonable but nominal 
cost per question.
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Chapter 7

INPUT

In the same way that the cataloguing and subject indexing 
problems are accentuated by decentralization, so the mechanical 
devices for input have to be very carefully chosen for their 
purpose. It was stated in the Preface to the Rules (6, p.4) that

"while magnetic tape will be used as the main input medium, 
provision is made for punched cards as a secondary medium 
and the usage of paper tape as a third alternative is still 
under consideration".

However, as a result of the first reactions of the U.S.A.E.C. 
at Oak Ridge, where input is being prepared for the experimental 
phase (in the pilot project in which a few countries are taking 
part), the Team was alerted to the dangers of input incompatibility. ( )
Thus INIS will have to merge inputs received from all over the 
world, in some cases from centres which may not be able to provide 
machine-readable data in a consistently edited form, partly as they 
do not have access to more sophisticated input devices than card 
punches. For example the limited range of symbols (43 characters) 
of the commonly used punches must be combined by using shift keys 
and other conventional devices to maintain "upwards compatibility"
(20) to produce the 120 character range of the Agency computer printer. 
Although conversion programmes can be made available for varying 
inputs, it is essential for efficiency that the error rate at the 
very beginning of the input cycle 4 the keystroke phase — should be 
kept as low as possible.

These considerations finally led the Team, on the advice of its 
computer sub-group, to recommend that

a) input need not necessarily be submitted in machine-readable 
form;

o
b) the preferred form is magnetic tape, with punched paper tape

as an alternative;

c) work sheets are acceptable and encouraged.

Thus countries with large annual productions would send their 
entries on magnetic tape. The Agency will have to have consultations 
with each such national or regional centre to ensure that the local 
code will match the 120 character code of the Agency's IBM 360/30.

We cannot be precise about the distribution of the input forms, 
but a likely pattern might be as follows. There are 5 countries 
(see Chapter 3), each with a production of four or more percent of 
the total, whose input would probably arrive as separate magnetic 
tapes and would cover about 63$ of the total. For the remaining 

the simplest and the least error-producing procedure would be 
to provide the entries on standardized work sheets (26,000 sheets
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per month). However, this would impose a heavy strain on INIS 
headquarters and deprive some national centres of the experience 
of creating machine-readable input, which could also be incorporated 
in their own information store.

To establish the quantitative situation estimates can be made 
for two different cut-offs for the provision of tape type-writer 
input, e.g. below Vfo (70 entries per month) and below 4% (280 
entries per month). This would mean that work sheets would be 
supplied by the following countries (see Chapter 3 for statistics).

£3elow

Italy

Netherlands

Scandinavian
countries

Canada

18 other countries

annual
production

3#

2%
13#

24#
(equivalent to l680 sheets/month)

below 1% annual
production

18 other 
countries 1 #

(equivalent to 910 sheets 
per month)

While INIS should not impose on its Member States, it can urge 
that the choice made by each national centre should be guided by the 
need to maintain the maximum integrity of the merged file. In other 
words, the smaller the producer the more desirable is it that input 
should be on work sheets to INIS headquarters.

For each national centre which provides its input on paper 
tape, individual arrangements will have to be made by INIS head
quarters so as to ensure that the tape typewriter used conforms 
with certain minimum standards. It should use 8-channel tape 
and the BCD code, provide upper and lower case and a certain number 
of essential symbols (21). Also the direct keying-in of super
scripts and subscripts is a very desirable feature. A common 
paper tape format will have to be worked out by the Agency staff.

While the above proposals for input media seem to be the most 
suitable for an INIS which is to start in 1970, the Team also 
considered other possibilities particularly for the middle seventies. 
Ihs most attractive is optical character regognition (OCR), a 
rapidly developing field in which equipment costs, though still 
very high, might become reasonable for INIS needs in the not too 
distant future.(22). A specification of our needs was sent to a 
number of the leading manufacturers (23) and we have had some 
replies. A reader that would be suitable might be available in 
some European countries in the next few years, but the cost ($175,000)
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is clearly prohibitive for INIS in its present framework. Another 
reply stated frankly that our volume of characters per year to be 
read, "does not seem large enough to justify an optical reader".

Work sheet. An important element of standardisation in the system 
is the basic work sheet on which both the bibliographic description 
and the keywords are entered. It is recommended that this work sheet 
(Appendix H) should be used as the first step in all input operations. 
It has been designed so as to reduce the work of the cataloguers to 
a minimum.
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Chapter 8

OUTPUT

As already listed in Chapter 3 and costed in Appendix A,
INIS will provide a magnetic tape service, its related print-out, 
the INIS List of References (with related indexes) and a few 
authority lists and bibliographic guides.

Magnetic tapes. Since it is planned to send out tapes semimonthly,
INIS should be providing the fastest and most complete indexing 
service in this field. Thus it will be a suitable basis for S.D.I., 
which may well become its most important use. Further with biblio
graphical descriptions well-tagged for flexibility and a highly 
standardised keyword structure, retrospective searching, specialized 
bibliographies and recurrent bibliographies (based on the broad 
categories) can be produced as the cumulative store increases.

THIS List of References. This List (see Appendix I for sample page) 
is a source of information for manual searching (essentially for 
current awareness) and a catalogue for indicating the availability 
of documents in the INIS Clearinghouse and in the conventional 
periodical literature. Thus it will serve for users at all levels, 
even for countries, receiving-the magnetic tapes. Although the latter 
can print out from their tapes on arrival, probably they will find the 
INIS List (upper and lower case and a range of symbols using a 120- 
character chain) with a page layout that is easy to scan, a cheaper 
and more useful alternative. On the other hand, its cumulations are 
restricted to separate 6-monthly indexes by personal author and 
report number. If certain users are only interested in one or more 
categories of the List, separate printings (overprinting) can be 
easily supplied at a nominal cost (probably not more than 0.1 cents 
per page).

The Team examined certain publication alternatives for the INIS 
List. If produced once a month rather than semimonthly, the savings 
would not be considerable, it would be less up-to-date and the List 
would then contain about 400 pages and be less easy to scan.

Another possibility is to restrict the Coverage in the List to 
certain forms of literature.

a) Non-conventional literature (i.e. reports, patents, conference 
papers). This would reduce the number of entries in a semi
monthly publication from about 200 pages to about 70 pages, 
and the total cost of printing and distribution from
$ 50,000 (see Appendix A) to # 13,000.

b) Non-conventional plus certain periodical literature. It has 
been shown by E. Böhm (24) that about 75$ of the scientific 
and technical periodical literature in the nuclear field
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can be obtained from less than 280 periodicals, which can 
be considered as core periodicals. On the assumption that 
these 280 periodicals are available in most nuclear 
establishments, the relevant literature from the remainder 
of the periodicals might be added to the non-conventional 
literature. This would produce a semimonthly list of 
about 100 pages, and a reduction in cost from $ 50,000 to 
0 26,000.

Authorities and guides. These bibliographical tools are essential 
for maintaining the consistency of the file and provide the 
standards on which input is based. Since they can be printed out 
from the computer store at desired intervals, they can be published 
at prices corresponding,to cost-recovery. Their availability to and 
general use by documentation centres all over the world will have a 
salutary effect on improving bibliographical standards.



Chapter 9

CLEARINGHOUSE

INIS will have A basic responsibility not only to bring the 
nuclear literature to the notice of all its Member States in a 
form which permits retrieval by both formal and subject criteria, 
but also to ensure the availability of the documents thus identi
fied. In practice the periodical literature is presumed to be 
obtainable through normal commercial channels. The rest, what has 
been called the non-conventional literature, must thus be provided 
by the INIS Clearinghouse. This means the collection and distribution 
at request of reports, conference papers and patents as copies (in 
full size or reduction) at a low fee calculated on a cost-recovery 
formula.

In effect a large proportion of the documents will be supplied 
by Member States in the form of microfiches and so the Clearinghouse 
would have to make provision for copying only an additional 6,500 
reports (ca. 390,000 pages) to produce around 8,500 master microfiches. 
In the cost estimates (Appendix A) it is assumed that with standing 
orders for at least 5 complete sets and other requests to supplement 
national stocks of foreign reports, a production figure of \  million 
microfiches per annum might wel-1 be reached. At this level of turn-—  
over it is the view of the Team (supported also by experience at U.S. 
A.E.C., Oak Ridge) that the cost per microfiche would be brought down 
to 10 cents, if the capital cost of the equipment is not included.
This would mean that Member States making large bulk purchases could 
be charged the basic cost plus a nominal 30# and the resulting fee 
to the Member States would still be around 13 cents per microfiche 
(i.e. $ 11,000 per annum for 1 complete set). For single or 
occasional requests made with the identifiable code from the INIS 
List (the Record Entry Number) the charge would of course be much 
higher.

There will also be a number of occasional requests for articles 
from marginal periodicals, which are not widely available inter
nationally. In so far as they are recorded in the List and can be 
identified by a number code, the Clearinghouse has a duty to supply 
a copy (subject of course to copyright restrictions) at a nominal 
fee. This may involve some searching or borrowing on the part of the 
Agency Library.

There is, however, the more general question of cost policy 
which the Agency can adopt in relation toother clearinghouses.
Primarily there is the duty of INIS to supply full sets of micro
fiches to those countries which need them and at a price that is as 
reasonable as possible. This is further strengthened by the fact 
that the bulk of the incoming documents from Member States will be 
in the form of master microfiches. For individual requests it is 
clearly a much more commercial transaction and the price charged 
could conform more closely to those charged in other regional clearing
houses. However, the Team feels that the Agency could perhaps convene
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a special meeting of interested parties to arrive at some mutually 
agreeable policy so as to avoid undesirable competition.

Microfiches are more and more becoming the normal form for 
communicating and exchanging certain classes of documents, such 
as reports. Thus automatic equipment for reading, finding a 
page, and push-button printing is becoming generally used. This 
imposes the need for high standards and close tolerances in the 
production of microfiches, especially in positioning the frames 
and in keeping the reduction ratios low. Also the Clearinghouse 
will have to insist on receiving good quality originals from which 
to make microcopies. ISO is well on the way to establishing an 
international standard for microfiches and in the meantime the 
best national specifications (25) so far published should be used 
for working pratice.
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Chapter 10

ABSTRACTS

The place of abstracts in the proposed INIS project was not 
clearly defined in the meetings held during 1966 aid 1967 and this 
uncertainty is reflected in the Terms of Reference (Appendix B) as 
already described in the Introduction. The Team devoted a considerable 
amount of time to studies of particular aspects and has finally been 
able to come up with an agreed policy and definite proposals.

There are two quite distinct, but not unrelated aspects to this 
problem:

1) The inclusion of abstracts as part of the input received from 
national centres;

2) "Co-ordinate the operation of INIS with the production of 
Nuclear Science Abstracts and other abstracting journals in 
the nuclear field" (Terms of Reference, item 4C, see 
Appendix B).

Abstracts in system. The Team agrees that

a) INIS should not be concerned with the publication of an inter-
____  ___ national abstracting periodical; ...__________  ....

b) if abstracts are to be part of input, they will not be störed
in machine-readable form; also they are acceptable in any 
one of the four official languages of the Agency, thus
implying that the Agency would not be involved in any trans
lation of these abstracts.

Since the information loss from document to abstract is large in 
terms of natural language, the abstract can only be a partial 
substitute for the full document. But in the absence of the primary 
publication an informative abstract provides a valuable enrichment 
of the title. This has a special relevance for those countries
whose documentation services have only limited access to a wide range
of the worlcfs periodical literature due to the lack of hard currency. 
For them the absence of abstracts in the system would reduce the 
usefulness of INIS products.

This view is partly supported by the replies which have been 
received to date from countries to which the Terms of Reference 
were sent for comment’. Out of 17 replies, 7 countries (Austria,
Canada, Czechoslovakia, Western Germany, India, Japan and the U.K.) 
have stated the view that abstracts should be included in the system. 
The other countries did not refer in their comments to this aspect 
of the question of abstracts.

There is another aspect which must be taken into account. The 
Clearinghouse will not have the original periodical articles (66$



of the total input) and so the checking at INIS Headquarters 
of keyword assignment foreseen under "indexing control" in Chapter 6 
will be correspondingly more difficult. While the full document 
is obviously better for this purpose, the abstract provides a good 
first approximation.

Estimated costs for including abstracts. In line with the proposals 
for the Clearinghouse, it is accepted that storage and distribution 
of abstracts could be in microform. Under the circumstances of 
equipment and staff foreseen (see Appendix A) the particular form 
would be microfiche. The actual costs would break down as follows:

Assumed annual number of abstracts $ 84,000

Number of microfiches at 60 frames per fiche

Assuming that 100 countries receive ONE free 
set of microfiches, total pier annum

Cost of production at $ 0.10 per microfiche 
(see Appendix A)

Personnel. Abstracts would have to be displayed 
in a standardised format with an indication of 
the REN number, in a form for direct photo
graphy. Then additional manpower in INIS would 
involve essentially staff to handle mail and 

-----packaging— --  ------------ -----------

2 clerks

Equi pment. Since the equipment foreseen for 
the Clearinghouse (Appendix A) has a capacity 
of upwards of 1-g- million microfiches per 
annum, no equipment costs need be reckoned.

Summary

Production cost 14,000

Personnel 4,600

Total 18,600

In practice many countries would need more than one set. 
Additional microfiches could be supplied at the already mentioned 
fee of say 13 cents per microfiche. If an average of 3 sets were 
ordered by each of the ICO countries (i.e. 420,000 microfiches 
altogether), the above costs would almost be recovered.

Since abstracts would involve INIS in additional cost, which 
is only a small part of the total cost, the Team (with one 
abstention) feels able to recommend that abstracts should be 
included in the system in the form of microfiches.

1,400 

140,000 

14,000

4,600
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However, the provision of abstracts for all entries imposes an 
additional burden on Member States. The gravity of this burden
depends on the quality of abstracts that would be demanded. For
many years now UNESCO and ICSU have been insisting that all papers
in science and technology should contain an author abstract. If a
high and uniform standard for abstract writing is considered 
desirable, the Agency would have to commission a study for the 
establishment of such a standard for its operations.

Co-ordination of abstracting. It seems to be generally agreed that 
there is a continuing need for a printed abstracting service in 
nuclear science with world-wide coverage in a commonly-used language, 
e.g. Nuclear Science Abstracts. At the same time it is evident that 
there is much duplication of effort (scanning and selection,-writing 
of abstracts, etc.) as between the major abstracting services; 
physics, chemistry, bio-medicine, nuclear and space sciences.

The Team has noted an increasing tendency for the growth of 
abstracting services covering the nuclear literature produced by 
one country. These have existed for some time for Japan and Poland, 
and since January of this year the French Commissariat a 1'Energie 
Atomique has started producing a monthly "index de la litterature 
nucleaire fran9aise". A few other countries may follow suit.

Some members of the Team consider that the Agency could serve 
as a co-ordinating agent for those abstracting periodicals including 
only national literature. The Agency could serve as an intermediary 
by implementing multi-lateral exchanges of abstracting periodicals
within the framework of INIS. Other members of the Team disagree____
with this concept, arguing that in the long run it is more efficient 
and less expensive to promote a few all-inclusive abstracting 
periodicals, one for each of the major languages; probably not more 
than two or three altogether.

If INIS included abstracts in its system, as outlined in the 
first part of this chapter, its central pool of abstracts could be 
made available to any major abstracting services. Actually bilateral 
arrangements between N.S.A. and the U.K., Canada, Japan, Australia 
and the Scandinavian countries respectively are already under way 
and are thus reducing the cost of obtaining abstracts for the U.S.
A.E.C.

INIS has a very positive role here, even if it does not itself 
maintain a store of abstracts. It can develop and maintain high 
standards for the writing of abstracts. By the use of the Record 
Entry Number (REN),-which identifies the document reference in the 
magnetic tapes and the printed INIS List -in the abstracting 
periodical, a network is established which helps the user.

However, the co-ordination of abstracting services, each with 
its own vested interest, is a complex task, probably more political 
than technical in character. Therefore the interested parties - 
the main abstracting services which include areas which fall in the 
INIS subject scope - should be brought together by the Agency to 
discuss how multilaterial arrangements through INIS can help in 
meeting their various needs.



Finally in the Terms of Reference (Appendix B, item 4 H) 
there is a specific request to report on "The feasibility of 
producing a completely computerized abstract journal". There is 
no doubt that this is technically feasible. Coded text is stored 
in the computer and by suitable processing provides output in the 
same printed format as that in which the periodical has always 
appeared with the additional advantages that author and other 
indexes as well as cumulations are automatically available at the 
desired intervals. The monthly "Psychological Abstracts" has been 
computer-produced since January 1966 by methods described in 
Buckland's reports (26) on the machine recording of textual 
information.
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Chapter 11

STAFF AND TRAINING

The responsibilities of the professional staff of INIS will 
cover a wide range and will include the following:

1. Management and statistics. Management functions include 
personnel supervision, representation of INIS and public relations, 
liaison and communcation with national centres and other bodies. 
Statistical functions include budgetary control, billing for 
special services and statistical assessment of processing and 
control operations.

2. Analysis and programming (computer operation). Analysts and 
programmers write and test programmes for the processing of 
input and output, the maintenance of authorities. Operators 
are in charge of the actual computer routines.

3- Maintenance of authorities and control of input. This involves 
bibliographical authorities, the updating of the thesaurus, alpha
betical lists and terminology charts. Input control includes 
sample checking of all parts of the input as well as the manual 
processing of the error statements produce_d_by_the computer._______

4. Training of staffs of national centres. The local documentalist 
must be given instruction in the use of the bibliographical 
authorities and in co-ordinate indexing based on the standard 
Thesaurus.

5- Retrieval operations. The development of search strategies, the 
compilation of user profiles and other user services will become 
necessary in a later phase of INIS evolution.

The total cost of the staff proposed for INIS, both professional 
and clerical, has been entered in the Summary for the Cost Estimates 
in Appendix A. The total costs for running the proposed design for 
INIS have been estimated without any consideration of the existing 
staff in the INIS Section of the Division of Scientific and Technical 
Information-.

Although the organization of its staff is closely bound up 
with I.A.E.A. practice, possible staff structures for the professional 
staff were considered. Two variants of a functional breakdown of 
the professional staff are shown in Part II.

Staffing policy. In general we recommend that senior professional 
staff should have an academic background with qualifications in the 
natural sciences, as well as experience in information work. Long 
and mature experience could, however, be equated with paper quali
fications.
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Since INIS is essentially a technical operation, for its 
success; it presupposes a high professional standard in its 
operating staff.

It follows that the common practice, in the recruiting of staff 
in the U.N. family of international organizations, of maintaining 
geographical distribution will have to be adjusted so as to give 
primary consideration to technical expertise. Also in work of this 
kind where consistency and uniformity are essential, long-term 
contracts must be given so as to. maintain continuity of employment. 
Over the years INIS will be training and developing staff specialists 
of rare competence in this field. It would be inefficient and 
uneconomic to start afresh every few years.

Training. Indexers with a good scientific background can be trained 
adequately in the handling of keywords in intensive 2-week courses. 
Their work will have to be checked (by sampling) for a period of at 
least 3 months. On the other hand to achieve competence in searching 
takes much longer - a retrieval specialist takes 6-12 months before 
reaching a high level of performance.

In addition to the internal training of its own staff, INIS will 
have to help in organizing the training, of.' indexers, and to a lesser 
extent cataloguers, in Member States. For major contributors it would 
be desirable to dispose of the equivalent of 4 subject specialists 
(physics, chemistry, engineering and biology). For countries with 
a smaller annual production, which wish to gain indexing experience, 
a team of 2 indexers (physics, chemistry) would have to be provided 
at the- beginning. The-total-number of indexers that will have to be 
trained in 1969 and 1970 is estimated at between 40 and 80.
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Chapter 12

COSTS

In attempting to estimate costs (see Appendix A) we have limited 
ourselves to 1969 (where relevant), 1970 and 1971, as we felt that 
it would not be realistic to extrapolate beyond that stage of possible 
development. However, disregarding new capital investments not fore
seeable at this stage, a 3-5# annual rise in expenditure for personnel 
cost (increases, benefits, etc.) could be expected for the years 
beyond 1971•

The following guide lines were used as a basis for establishing 
costs:

o
y a) The emphasis was on operational aspects such as input, output,

processing, control, etc. Where the Agency already has 
common services, the technical equipment and organization 
(e.g. the computer, the printing and publishing section, 
the Clearinghouse), only the costs for additional staff, 
materials and time (on the computer) were taken into account.

b) Costs have been determined as realistically as possible, with
---- a- minimum- of rounding- off. For staff- the- Agency- norms were---

used and for materials etc. costs were based on European 
(mainly Austrian) prices.

No costs were included for increased space needs or altera
tions to existing facilities.

In Attachment 1 of Appendix A some tentative figures have 
been given for recovery of costs from the sale of some INIS 
products.

c)

d)
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Chapter 13

ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS AND RECAPITULATION

The International Nuclear Information System aims to improve 
and expedite the exchange of scientific and technical information as 
between IAEA Member States on the basis of multi-lateral co-operation, 
and to eliminate the overlapping and duplication in the processing 
of the literature which occurs at present in atomic energy centres 
and results in wasteful expenditure of manpower and funds. An 
important aapect of INIS is to satisfy the information needs of the 
developing countries which are Members of the Agency, to help in the 
training of their personnel, thus establishing an adequate basis for 
continuing their work in the peaceful uses of atomic energy.

Organizational structure

1) National information centres designated by IAEA Member States 
will be responsible for processing their national literature 
in accordance with the standards and the rules of INIS and 
for providing their input in the proposed volume and range.

2) The IAEA, through its Division of Scientific and Technical 
Information, is responsible for co-ordinating the work of

- - national centres,, for preparing and controlling-the input_
so as to be able to distribute the totality in merged form 
to its Member States.

3) The Team recommends the appointment by the Agency of an 
Advisory Committee to represent the various groups of 
contributors and users.

Duties and functions

a) National information centres would:

1) review the literature published in their countries and
select the suitable material in accordance with the subject
scope adopted for INIS;

2) catalogue and index the selected material for regular
submission to INIS, providing also an informative abstract 
in any one of the four official languages of the IAEA;

3) supply the Agency Clearinghouse with one copy (either full
size or microfiche) of all reports, conference papers and 
patents, in the original language in accordance with the 
INIS subject scope.

(Note: All the above-mentioned items are provided to the IAEA
free of charge).
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b) The International Atomic Energy Agency would:

1) co-ordinate and check the work of national centres in 
preparing the input and prepare input data for its own 
publications;

2) distribute regularly to Member States the magnetic tapes, 
the printed "INIS List of References" and abstracts (in 
microfiche form);

3) make available through the INIS Clearinghouse, reports and 
conference papers in microfiche form;

4) co-ordinate the work of INIS with other international 
information systems and abstracting periodicals;

5) study the requirements of developing countries for other 
types of information services, e.g. retrospective searches, 
bibliographic surveys and make special arrangements for 
this work to be done.

(Note: The services described in 2) are of two kinds: cost-free
with a limited number supplied to each country, and optional, 
chargeable for copies in excess of the agreed limit. The 
Clearinghouse service in 3) would be operated on a partial 
cost recovery basis).

c) The INIS Advisory Committee could perform..such. tasks.,as. tel______

1) advise the IAEA on establishing and implementing policy;

2) review INIS operations and make recommendations for improve
ment;

3) help to implement training programmes both at the national 
and regional level;

, a  4) advise IAEA on problems of INIS co-operation with other
nuclear information systems; both regional and inter
national.
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COST ESTIMATES - INPUT

Three types of input media are considered for Agency processing: 
preprocessed magnetic tape (submitted by countries having second- 
and third-generation computer capability) which, hopefully, will 
require no further processing than merging; punched paper tape 
(submitted by countries having less sophisticated computer capabi
lity) which will require little other Agency attention than that of 
conversion of punched paper tape to magnetic tape and merging; and 
work sheets prepared by the Agency as input from its own publications 
and submitted by those countries having little or no capability to 
encode or to process data by computers. Aside from routine machine 
time involving all media, only the latter medium will require 
significant Agency expenditures.

It is expected that 9,200 work sheets will be sent to the Agency 
annually for processing. These sheets,with exception of the Agency's 
contributions, will have been completed in their entirety, including 
the provision of keywords, by professionals and will require no 
further intellectual attention. Coding and copying the elements onto 
punched paper tape will, however, be an Agency expenditure. Estimates 
for this activity are as follows:

1) Purchase of two input devices, possibly paper-tape producing 
typewriters, with specially designed keyboards and function 
code keys that will maximize the potential for obtaining 
120 characters for computer output printing. Estimated cost 
(including special attachments) is 7>000 each or $ 14,000 
total.

2) Obtain five paper-tape producing typewriters, all identical 
in keyboard design, for loan to those countries who plan to 
submit paper-tape input. (International trade difficulties 
prevent direct purchase on the part of certain Member States). 
Estimated costs are £ 35,000.

3) Supplies in the form of paper tape, forms, ribbons, etc., 
must be provided for, as well as periodic equipment main
tenance .

Estimated Input Media Costs

Equipment (7 paper-tape machines) 

Supplies

Maintenance of input machinery

1970

£ 49,000 

1,500 
750

0

1,500
750

1971

2,250



COST ESTIMATES - PROCESSING

This section considers those costs involved in running a 
computer operation to obtain output products and services. 
Programming costs, machine running time, supplies to maintain 
the processing system are included in these costs.

INIS processing routines covered by this section are the 
following:

a) processing all paper tape into magnetic tape;

b) merging all magnetic tape;

c) duplicating master tape to serve Member Countries' needs;

d) printing out INIS List of References on a periodic basis;

e) obtaining error statements and processing statistics;

f) machine maintenance of authorities and guides by means of 
computer checks, such as the subject Thesaurus and report 
number codes.

Other costs included in this section are training and travel 
which are anti6ipated for shaping the computer staff into a know
ledgeable and efficient team, as well as to provide occasional___
assistance to Member Countries in programme debugging.

Materials 1970 1971

Magnetic tape (2400-ft reels), 60 in 1970; # 1,500 2,125
an increase of 25 in 1971

Magnetic tape (600-ft reels), 100 in 1970; 1,400 2,100
an increase of 50 in 1971

Disc packs (lo each at $  350 in 1970); 3,500 700
two additional in 1971

Cards, paper, miscellaneous (estimate 16,000 16,000
based on doubling 1967 computer
expandables) ______________________

22,400 20,925
Travel and Training 2,000 2,000

Programming 1969

It has been estimated that 36 man months
will be needed to program INIS. To start
INIS in 1970, programming must be
accomplished in 1969. Three man years'
salaries are rounded as follows: 0  25,000
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Machine Running Time

All machine processing time has been estimated to be well 
within the range of the Agency's IBM 36O-3O computer capabilities. 
Approximately 400 minutes semimonthly for all INIS operations 
will be used. Agency estimates are $ 16,000 per month rental for 
the computer on a one-shift basis. INIS computer costs might 
therefore be prorated at one-tenth ofthe total monthly rental 
cost as estimated below:

1970 

£ 19,200

Summary 1969

Programming (advance) $  25,000*
Materials
Travel and Training 
Machine Running Time

& 25,000 43,600 42,125

1971 

$> 19,200

1970 1971

22,400 20,925
2,000 2,000

19,200 19,200

* Any money not spent in 1969 should be carried over to 1970 to 
complete this work as expeditiously as possible.



COST ESTIMATES - OUTPUT

1. List of References

The INIS List of References is expected to contain between 
80,000 to 100,000 items annually. The display of references in 
printed form will be arranged according to six broad scientific 
categories and printed out by computer using a print chain of 120 
characters. Although an omnibus list, to be distributed free to 
Member States in limited quantities, is expected to be printed 
semimonthly that will correspond to the semimonthly distributed 
magnetic tape, overprints of broad categories are provided for 
should subscribers opt for this alternative.

a) Cost for Copy Preparation

Aside from programming costs (a one-time investment) and machine 
running time to print out the INIS List in columnar form, additional 
costs are involved in printing. Headings (approximately 95 category 
and subcategory headings) must be pasted in place, preliminary pages 
(front matter) must be added, and a check will be needed for 
reviewing the print-out for obvious computer-printer mistakes and 
errors in make-up. Programming costs for the print-out and machine- 
running time are shown in the section on Processing Costs. Other 
costs for copy preparation are estimated as follows:

- . - ---  1970- - 1971

Make-up materials (forms, photoprints, etc) $ 500 500

b) Costs for Printing

It is important that the INIS List be printed in the shortest 
receipt-to-announcement time. Printing schedules should be dependable 
and should not interfere with the printing of other Agency publications; 
neither should the List's regular print schedule be subject to 
uncertainties that could occur in the printing of the Agency's 
priority publications. Therefore, in order not to cause an increase 
of personnel and the purchase of additional printing machinery that 
would be necessary to avoid these difficulties, a contract with a 
local printing concern could be negotiated for printing the INIS 
List. Currently, prices for an A-4 page are estimated to be $ 8.00 
per page for approximately 1,000 copies. It is recommended, there
fore, that a printing contract be obtained that would guarantee 
dependable schedules and at the same time assure the production of 
a quality craft-printed product.

Contract printing costs that would include filming, platemaking, 
printing, paper, and labour are estimated as follows:

1970 1971

1) 24 issues x 200 pages x $ 8 $ 38,400 3 8 ,400
Cumulative report 
author indexes (2 
x 400 pages x # 8

2) Cumulative report number and ^  r iinn
author indexes (2 per annum) ’ 5

44,800 44,800
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Ultimately, some recoupment of costs is possible with the 
INIS List of References. Sales prices of Agency documents are . 
usually at a 1-1-g- cent per page cost. Annual subscriptions to 
the List might therefore be from $ 50-75*

c) Distribution

Agency estimates for document distribution are 10# of the 
document printing costs. Estimates for the INIS List distribution 
therefore are:

1970 1971

10# x $ 44,400 # 4,440 4,440

Summary 1970 1971

Contract printing $44,800 44 ,800
Materials and supplies 500 500
Mail and distribution 4,400 4,400

2. Magnetic Tape Service

49,700 49,700

It Is expected that the developed countries will depend 
largely. on_ magnetic. tapes-as the principal- INIS- service medium. 
Information included on the tapes will be essentially that material 
appearing in the List of References and is expected to be used for 
announcement lists, bibliographies, retrospective searches and SDI 
outputs.

Agency oosts for machine processing the tapes are included 
in the section on processing costs. Other costs are expected to 
be incurred in the maintenance of tape files and address files and 
mail costs.

Preprocessed magnetic tapes are expected to be received by the 
Agency at the rate of 12 per month (initially) for processing or 
merging by the Agency. Approximately twice this number is expected 
to be shipped out"to Member States each month. Between 400 and 
500 tapes annually are therefore involved in Agency handling for 
INIS. Since Member States tapes are to be returned with rewritten 
data, tape records accountability and address maintenance will be 
necessary. Suitable tape storage space should also be provided 
complete with tape file racks.

Estimate of costs for magnetic tape service is as follows:

1970 1971

Equipment (tape file racks) $ 500 0
Distribution and mail costs

(300 tapes annually at $ 10) 3000 3000

3500 3C00
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3. Authorities and Guides

Publications to inform inputters and users of the INIS System 
of correct terminology, usage, revisions, updates, etc., are con
sidered necessary for overall successful operation. Pour specific 
authorities and guides are currently envisioned:

a) keyword thesaurus;
b) standard journal designations;
c) report number prefixes; and
d) corporate authors.

It is estimated that the thesaurus will require publication at least 
twice each year and once annually for the remaining authorities.
All publications will be automatically printed in complete page 
format by computer, except for charts which will be periodically 
revised and redrawn.

A . Copy preparation costs 1970 1971 (

Make-up materials (forms, photo
prints, etc.) $ 250 250

B. Printing costs

Estimated pages for each publication:,

Thesaurus - 160 x 2 320" — -  ------
Corporate authors - 175 x 1 175g
Journal list - 250 x 1 250
Report codes - 150 x 1 150

895

By rounding the total of all pages to 1,000 and multiplying 
by the $ 8.00 per page figure for printing the INIS List of References, 
one obtains:

1970 1971

Printing costs $ 8,000 8,000
+ 10# for distribution 800 800

£ 8,800 8,800

Summary

Printing (including copy preparation) 8,250 8,250
Distribution 800 800

9,050 9,050
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COST ESTIMATES - INIS CONTROL

1. Input

It is considered essential that, to obtain trustworthy outputs 
suitable for subject retrieval, a rigid control on the indexing 
thesaurus be maintained.

Other activities include training of indexers in Member States, 
keywording of Agency input and experimental retrieval operations.

Estimates are as follows:

1969

Travel

By Agency personnel for training 3,000 

Meetings

Index training 3,000

2. Processing

To ensure the integrity of the processing portion of the INIS 
System, it has been recommended by the computer analysts that 
control be maintained for corporate authors, report numbers and 
standard journal designations.

Totals

Travels and Meetings:

1969 1970 1971

0  6,000 5,000 5,000

1970 1971

2 ,000 2,000

3,000 3,000
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COST ESTIMATES - CLEARINGHOUSE OPERATIONS

One copy of all non-conventional literature, i.e. unpublished 
conference proceedings and reports, will be deposited in the Agency 
Clearinghouse for sale as microfiches. Sales will be in the form 
of microfiches that are duplicated from Agency report holdings. 
Announcements of new reports will be made from the periodically 
published INIS List of References and the corresponding magnetic 
tapes. Approximately two thirds of Agency receipts from Member 
States (2/3 of 20,000) will have been previously prepared as micro
fiches in standard format (13,500 reports). Approximately 6,500 
reports or 390,000 pages will be received in original printed form 
and must be microfiched by the Agency. The Clearinghouse is 
currently averaging fewer than 250 hard-copy reports per annum for 
microcopying, and present camera and duplicating equipment suffice 
for sales which are averaging fewer than 1,000 microfiches annually. 
However, with anticipated growth both in receipts and sales, the 
adequacy of the entire microfiching operation must be reconsidered. 
Projecting INIS needs from 1970 onwards, the following factors should 
be kept in mind:

1) In mid-year 1968, the U.S.A.E.C. began restricting the 
numbers of its reports collections to one per country, and all 
other U.S.A.E.C. depositories desiring to maintain total collections 
of this source material will be required to seek microfiches through 
recognized availability sources, such as the Agency Clearinghouse or 
National Lending Library at Boston Spa, England;

2) If as many of five Member States desire the purchase of an 
entire collection of report literature from the Agency, it is 
estimated that 130,000 duplicate microfiches would require processing 
(80,000 items inputted annually of which 20,000 are reports). The 
average report is estimated to require 1.3 microfiche or 26,000 
microfiches per 20,000 reports received. (26,000 multiplied by as 
few as five subscribers to the total annual receipts equals 130,000 
microfiches). If one increases this amount to accommodate all other 
types of requests received annually to say, 500,000,the figure is 
clearly beyond the present manual means of reproduction. >

The present camera used in the preparation of microfichesmasters 
is not designed for a large production operation, being more suitable 
for library needs. The purchase of a high capacity step-and-repeat 
camera capable of meeting international standards is recommended for 
1970.

No consideration has been given to enlarged copy production for 
those Member States desiring full-size photo copies from microfiches.
This service should be provided, and costs could be recouped by 
pricing the products at cost plus handling and mailing fees. This 
service could be deferred until 19715 however, to allow for complete 
implementation of microfiche request service.

Estimates in the following tabulation are based on requirements 
to produce 500,000 microfiches per annum. It should be noted that 
the unit cost of a microfiche based on this annual production figure - 
after removal of capital costs - is approximately 10 cents. This
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compares with a unit price of 0 0.084 paid by U.S.A.E.C. for micro
fiche completely processed, categorized for distribution, and 
packaged for mailing. It should also be pointed out that the 
microfiche contact printer, if purchased at the recommended price, 
is capable of annually doubling or even tripling the figures 
mentioned above with little increase in personnel except possibly 
in distribution. If the annual microfiche requirement is 1,000,000 
the unit cost per microfiche becomes approximately 7 cents by 
doubling materials and adding an G-4 distribution clerk.

Equipment 1970 1971

Purchase of microfiche duplicating
equipment 0  25,000 0

Purchase of automatic step-and-
repeat camera 25,000

Purchase of microfiche step-and-
repeat enlarger for hard copy 18,000

0  50,000 18,000

Materials and Supplies

Film (105 mm x 148 mm silver base)
for microfiche masters (10,000 at --------------------
0 5*40/hundred) 0 540 540

Film, diazo (105 mm x 148 mm) for 
duplicate microfiche (500,000 at
approx. 0  0.028 per sheet) 14,000 14,000

Developer and miscellaneous (included 
for 1971 is 0  1,000 for dry silver
paper for hardcopy enlargements) 800c 1,800

E n v e l o p e s 4.75/thousand) 2,375 2,375

0 17,715 18,715

Summary

Equipment 0  50,000 18,000

Materials and Supplies 17,715 18,715

67,715 36,715



COST ESTIMATES - PERSONNEL

$  137,000 
54,800

191,800

45,992
1 1 ,498
57,490

Total for all staff: $ 249,290

1971 Extrapolating from 1970 gives $ 256,010

1969 It is assumed that there may be a need for

Professional (4 staff members) &
Additional 40#

.......... ..  ^

General (3 staff members)
Additional 25#

Total for all staff: £

o

38,419
15,368

53,787

8,385
2,096
10,481

64,268

1970 Global figures

Professional (15 staff members) approx. 
Additional 40# for personnel benefits

(See Part II for 2 different functional 
arrangements for professional staff).

General (17 staff members)
Additional 25# for personnel benefits
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COST ESTIMATES - GENERAL SUMMARY

Item

Personnel

Equipment

Materials and supplies

Machine maintenance

Travel, training, meetings

Programming (advance)

Computer rental (INIS prorated 
share)

Printing

Distribution and mail

Miscellaneous (printing of forms 
preparing and mailing notices,

Abstracts

1969 1970 1971

64,268 249,290 256,010

99,500 18,000

38,115 37,640

750 750

6,000 7,000 7,000

25,000

19,200 19,200

53,800 53,800

 8,200----- 8,200

;c.) 3,000 5,000 5,000

0  98,268 480,855 405,600

18,600 18,600

499,455 424,200
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Attachment 1

COST ESTIMATES - POSSIBLE AREAS OP COST RECOVERY

1. INIS List of References

It is planned that the INIS List be provided free to Member 
States in amounts no greater than 10 copies per country. Hie 
estimated cost for this service is 0  51*200 for 1970. If an 
additional 750 annual subscriptions for the complete List and its 
Indexes were sold at, say, 0  70 per subscription, then complete cost 
recovery could be obtained.

750 x $  70 = 0  52,500

It is hoped that additional income can be obtained from 
subscriptions to the individual sections. Present Agency practice 
is to use a 1-1^ centfe per printed page charge in determining the 
sales price.

2. INIS Authorities and Guides

Recovery of costs for the printing of the INIS Thesaurus, Report 
Number Codes, Periodical List, and Corporate Authority is possible 
if a minimum of 700 copies were sold at a price of 0  3 «00 each. Each 
Member State would, of course, be entitled to a predetermined number 
of free copies. Printing of the authorities (five per annum, counting 
two editions of the Thesaurus) is estimated at 0  10,550.

700 x 5 x 0  3.00 = 10,500

3« Microfiche Sales

Cost estimates are based on the average beginning production rate 
of 500,000 by 1970. Recovery of costs is possible if the following 
conditions should obtain:

a) If 10,000 individual requests are handled at the individual 
report sales price of 0  O .65 each, then annual income would 
be 6,500.

b) If the remaining 490,000 microfiches were sold through 
automatic subscription at the suggested price of 0  0.12
each for this special service, then this number (approximately
19 subscribers, i.e., 19 x 26,000) would yield an annual 
income of 0  58,800.

Totalling a) and b) the yield is 0  65,300 and Is to be compared 
with the 1970 estimated microfiche cost of & 91,420 which includes
0  50,000 capital cost.
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4. Magnetic Tape Service

The copying of INIS magnetic tapes is to be provided free to 
those Member States supplying blank tapes and desiring the biblio
graphic citations and keywords. Other requests, however, such as 
for the Thesaurus tapes, listings, programmes, etc., should have 
full cost recovery, including machine running time, packaging and 
mailing as billed by the Agency.
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Attachment 2

COST ESTIMATES - PRICE LIST AND SALARY TABLES USED IN COMPUTING INIS

COSTS

Personnel (Professional): First and second-year increases

p-1 $ 5,690 $ 5,900
P-2 7,287 7,520
P-3 8,889 9,141
P-4 10,730 11,031
P-5 13,110 13,435

Personnel (General); First and second-year increases

G-3 $ 1,975 $ 2,033
G-4 2,390 2,462
G-5 2,938 3,031
G—6 3,605 3,712
G-7 4,343 4,487
G-8 5,040 5,152

Films, Microfiche Silver-based, 105 x 148 mm, $ 5-40 per 100
Films, Diazo, 22^ x 31 cm, $ 11.22 per 100
Envelopes, 4" x 6", 0  4.75 per 1000
Tape file racks, 2440 AS
Disc pack, IBM System/360, $ 350
Tape reels, 2400 ft, $ 25.00
Tapereels, 600 ft, 350 AS- — --- - - ---
Tape reels, 200 ft, 167 AS

Airmail cost, one 2400 ft tape to U.S., 144 AS (parcel), 478 AS (letter)
Airmail cost, one 2400 ft tape to Japan, 177 AS (parcel), 835 AS • "
Contract printing, Vienna, incl. of filming, platemaking, ink, paper, 

and labour, $ 8.00 per page for 1,000 copies.

Duplicate microfiche processor:
1) Hi-R Diazo-Microfilm Processor, Technifax Corp., card-to-card, 

2000/hr., $ 23,000
2) Doc-Inc Card to Roll Automatic Diazo Microfiche Processor, 

Documentation Incorporated, 900/hr., $ 27,000

Step-and-repeat Automatic Microfiche Camera:
1) Bell and Howell Microfiche Camera with automatic column and row 

advance, $ 25,000
2) Microcard Step-and-repeat Camera, SR-1, National Cash Register 

Co., approximately $ 25,000
Step-and-repeat Enlarger for hard copy from microfiche:

Automatic Microfiche Enlarger-Printer, EL-4, mag. 16 x, 12 trimmed 
copies/minute, uses dry silver paper, $ 18,000

Computer rental: $ 16,000/month, IBM System 36O-3O 
Data Input Device: Flexowriter, Friden, Systems Programming Model,

paper-tape punch machine, approximately $ 7>000 each, including 
special attachments.
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Appendix B

TERMS OP REFERENCE FOR TEAM UNDERTAKING FIRST REFERENCE DESIGN

1. General Introduction

Since 1965» the Agency has had under consideration a 
proposal that it should play a leading role in establishing a 
computer-based information system to meet the needs of its Member 
States in the processing and retrieval of information dealing with 
nuclear science and technology. In this context, information is 
defined to include all scientific and technical articles that are 
published and available in such forms as

- articles in scientific and technical journals

- papers presented at national and international conferences

- patents

- technical reports

- technical books

Each Member State would survey its own national scientific 
literature and identify items that fall within the subject scope of 
the international system; it would report bibliographic descriptions 
and subject indexing terms (probably keywords from an agreed thesaurus)
to the Agency, preferably in machine^readable form; the Agency would----
merge the data received from its Member States, and make available 
copies of a complete file on magnetic tape. Each Member State would 
be able to use this tape for its own national nuclear information 
services, and the Agency might be called upon to provide other output 
products, particularly on behalf of its own scientific staff, and on 
behalf of those developing Member States that did not enjoy the 
computer facilities that would enable them to generate their own services

Implicit in the concept is the idea that some groups of Member 
States may choose to act, not individually, but through regional and 
organizations which they designate to look after their responsibilities 
and interests.

In parallel with the development of the computer-based system, 
the Agency has undertaken to establish a clearinghouse for micro
fiche copies of the technical reports described in the system. Since 
this is a relatively straight-forward operation, the Microfiche 
Clearinghouse has already been established, and is providing 
services on demand to Member States. Thus the microfiche operation 
is not included in the scope of the study to be undertaken by this 
team. The team is expected to operate within the general principles 
of IAEA documents FL-233/l, PL-233/2, PL-233/l8/Rev.1 and FL-272/l, 
but will have the freedom to recommend departures from these when 
such departures appear, in the judgement of the team, to be 
technically or economically desirable.



2. General Objective

To draw up a reference design for the International Nuclear 
Information System (INIS). The reference design, which involves 
the description of a complete system in as much detail as possible, 
should define the input data Required from Member States, the 
functions of the Agency in merging and distributing the input data, 
and the information services that the system would be called upon 
to provide. It should identify the types of computing equipment 
needed to operate the system, and define the media in which data 
would be communicated between the participants. It should also 
include a comprehensive financial plan.

Before the team meets, the Agency will have made an attempt 
to define one sub-system of the total system, i.e. the establishment 
of standards for bibliographical input. The results of this effort 
will be available to the team, but will not be binding on it.

Furthermore, the Agency will have circulated these Terms of 
Reference to some of its Member States, inviting comments and 
suggestions. All responses will be made available to the team to 
help its study of the needs the system is to be designed to meet.

3- Priorities

The Agency is anxious to give* maximum freedom^ to the-team to 
survey needs and to recommend a system technically and economically 
optimized to meet these needs. However, the Agency wishes to draw 
the attention of the team to the fact that it has received 
recommendations that the first objectives should cover the following 
three items:

a) the development of a decentralized system for the collection 
of input data and their preparation in a standard form;

b) the production of a regular magnetic tape service, i.e. 
a complete list on tape of bibliographic references and 
keywords reported by Member States;

c) the production of a periodically printed list of references 
taken directly from the tape and made available to those 
countries that do not have the facilities to employ the 
magnetic tape service.

Since Member States (and possibly the Agency itself) will be 
using the magnetic tapes to produce various information services 
(including Selective Dissemination of Information (S.D.I.), 
retrospective searches, specialized announcement bulletins), the 
team must take these services into account in its consideration of 
what data are needed and how they should be recorded. Similarly, the 
question of the role of abstracts in the system needs to be studied. 
On these matters, however, the Agency has not, as yet, received 
definitive recommendations.



4. Particular Objectives

The consultants should recommend actions to be taken and
procedures to be followed to:

A. Maintain consistency in the preparation of input data;

B. Maintain effective contact with the participants;

C. Co-ordinate the operation of INIS with the production of Nuclear 
Science Abstracts and other abstracting journals in the nuclear 
field;

D. Ensure the maximum of compatibility between data processing 
equipment used by the participants, recommending, if necessary, 
the acquisition of additional equipment or software for the 
Agency's computer facility.

The consultants should also recommend solutions for the following
problems:

E. What types of indexes should be included in the printed announce
ment list?

P. What would be the optimum processing period, bearing in mind that
on the one hand theihförmätiön must be made'available as soon as
possible and, on the other hand, the computer processing of the 
material should not conflict with other Agency data processing 
activities?

G. In the event that abstracts are available in machine-readable form, 
what additional equipment might be required to process and store 
the material?

H. The feasibility of producing a completely computerized abstract 
journal;

I. The medium or media for the exchange of information and for the
storage of this information at the Agency.

5* Organization, Finance and Timing

The consultants should also provide:

A. A comprehensive financial plan, covering the possible benefits 
and the financial implications of the system (on both a short
term and a long-term basis), complete with yearly budgets for 
at least five years;

B. A list of further studies on particular aspects of the system 
which may be required, including additional standards to be 
agreed upon. These should be assigned priorities and tentative 
implementation dates;
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C. A general implementation schedule for the whole system, 
including recommendations as to actions to be taken for the 
initial period of operation of the system, training require
ments, etc.;

D. An organizational chart showing the manpower needed to operate 
the system at Headquarters, and the required qualifications;

E. A list of' activities involved in the system which have to be 
carried out at the Agency's Headquarters, and a list of those 
activities which may be carried out in a decentralized way.

6. Method of Working

The study is expected to begin on 1 March 1968. The team will 
carry out most of its work at the Agency's Headquarters in Vienna, 
though, on the recommendations of the Director of the team, travel 
by team members to institutions where relevant work is underway will 
be considered. The Agency will also be ready to consider any 
suggestions from the team that particular specific aspects of the 
work be carried out under sub-contract by appropriately qualified 
institutions. The team should submit a written report by 30 June 
1968 to the Director of the Division of Scientific and Technical 
Information.

During their assignment, the members of the team will be free 
to consult with the members of the staff of the Agency arid other 
institutions and individuals. Secretarial help will be provided 
by the staff of the INIS Section, Division of Scientific and Technical 
Information.



Appendix C

SUBJECT SCOPE

1) PHYSICS (General)

a) atomic physics: nuclear physics,aspects of the structure 
and properties of atoms, atomic models

b) shielding: absorption, attenuation and scattering of neutrons, 
accelerated particles, X- and gamma rays by different media

c) direct conversion of nuclear energy: all scientific and 
technical aspects

d) solid state physics: radiation effects on solid materials

e) low temperature physics: cryogenic studies if nuclear 
phenomena are involved, application of superconductivity in

_ __ nuclear technology __

f) theoretical physics: quantum theory, quantum electrodynamics, 
relativity theory, gravitational theory, field theories

2) PLASMA AND THERMONUCLEAR PHYSICS

a) plasma physics: confinement, heating, production, diagnostics, 
kinetics and stability of plasma

b) thermonuclear processes: all scientific and technical aspects

3) HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

&) particle accelerators: all scientific and technical aspects 
(incl. auxiliaries and components)

b) elementary particles: structure, properties and interactions 
of particles and radiation quanta above pion production 
threshold (larger than 400 MeV)

4) NUCLEAR PHYSICS

a) neutron physics: absorption, scattering, thermalization, 
multiplication transport, etc. of neutrons in macroscopic 
systems

b) nuclear physics: nuclear reactions, properties and structure, 
nuclear matter, fission, radioactive decay, Mössbauer effect, 
nuclear resonances
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5) REACTOR ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY

a) reactor technology: control, cooling, reactivity, safety, 
shielding, operation and performance of all types of reactors 
(central power, portable, marine, rocket, research, test, 
production reactors, etc.)

b) reactor theory: criticality and design of reactors; critical 
and exponential facilities

c) reactor fuel and components: auxiliaries and accessoirs, 
reactor siting,buildings, reactor fuels

6) METALLURGY AND MATERIALS

a) reactor materials: fabrication and properties of materials for 
nuclear use (fuels, claddings, moderators, structural 
materials and other components), corrosion and erosion under
actual or simulated reactor operation conditions f ^

b) actinides and lanthanides: metallurgy of the elements and 
their alloys

c) radiation effects: effects of radiation on all materials

d) radioisotopes: radiotracer studies of all materials problems

7) CHEMISTRY (* for details look to Appendix 1 "Extent of interest ...)

a) actinides and fission products: production, properties, 
separation and analysis

b) lanthanides: separation and analysis

c) reprocessing: Processing and refabrication of reactor fuels 
and other reactor materials

d) waste: processing, storing and disposing of radioactive wastes

e) radiation chemistry: radiation effects on chemical properties 
of substances and on chemical reactions

f) radlochemistry: recoil chemistry, preparation of labelled 
atoms, molecules and substances (incl. biosynthesis), 
isotope effects, preparation of radioisotopes

g) analytical chemistry: activation analysis and radiochemical 
analysis, analytical procedures for materials in nuclear 
use (moderators, fuels, construction materials, etc.)

h) radioisotopes: radiotracer studies of chemical reactions and 
problems

8) RADIATION PROTECTION

a) all aspects of radiation protection and radiation accidents
(including those associated with the use of radioactive materials)
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b) protective equipment, safety measures, investigation of 
criticality and. hazard conditions associated with reactor 
operation or use of ionizing radiation

c) radioactive contamination and decontamination of materials 
(internal and external)

d) radiation protection standardsy measurement, calculation or 
estimation of dose from radiation sources

9) ENGINEERING AND INSTRUMENTATION

a) design and construction of nuclear laboratories, pilot plants 
and factory equipment; remote-handling equipment

b) peaceful use of nuclear explosives including their use in 
civil engineering works

c) heat exchange and fluid dynamics research in relation to 
nuclear facilities

d) testing of materials and equipment intended for use in nuclear 
engineering work

e) nuclear and radiometric instruments (design, development, 
manufacture, testing, evaluation)

f) effects of radiation on instruments, components and assemblies

g) all methods of separating (stable and radioactive)isotopes

h) preparation, storage and handling of radiation sources(incl. 
neutron; sources)

i) all applications of radioisotopes as radiation sources in 
industry and technology

j) all applications of radiotracers in technological and 
industrial problems

10) EARTH SCIENCES

a) geology: prospecting, mining and processing of thorium and 
uranium ores (incl. their mineralogy); geological aspects
of reactor siting, burial grounds for waste disposal, nuclear 
explosion

b) meteorology: fallout transport and deposition, radioactive 
aerosol and gas movement and disposal (limnology)

c) hydrology: movement of fallout and radioactivity through the 
earth, rivers, lakes, etc.

d) radioactivity: natural radioactivity
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e) isotope applications: radiotracer studies in soil’science 
and geology; well lodging with neutrons, geochronology 
(age determination); accelerated particles and radiation

11) LIFE SCIENCES

a) effects of neutrons, accelerated particles and ionizing 
radiation on biological materials and systems at all 
levels of organization

b) actinides, nuclear materials, fission products and radio
isotopes in metabolic processes and their toxicology

c) radioecology

d) radiotherapy and radiodiagnostics

e) all aspects of radiation disease

f) investigations of biological and medical problems with 
labelled atoms, compounds, or substances (tracer studies)

g) agriculture: use of radiotracers; food irradiation; 
disinfestation and pest control by irradiation; radiosteri-

----  lization----  ----  ------ - ---- ----

12) MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTATION

mathematical methods, computer codes and programmes especially 
developed for solving problems in nuclear science and technology

Extent of Interest for the Elements

Type 1 : All scientific and technical aspects
All elements with atomic number equal or greater than 84

Type 2 : Application of the element or its alloys, compounds,
systems in nuclear technology or their behaviour in (actual 
or simulated) reactor environment; nuclear properties and 
nuclear reaction; radiation effects; radiochemistry; 
isotopes (incl. tracer studies and use as radiation sources); 
toxicology of radioisotopes and their behaviour in 
metabolic processes:

J2,
Ag, Al, Ar, As, Au. B, Ba , Bi, Br. Ca, Cd, Cl, Co, Cr.
(D). F, Fe. Ga, Ge. H, He, Hf, Hg. i F , In, Ir. K. Li.

' Mg, Mn. N, Na. Ne, Ni. 0, Os. P, Pd, Pt. Rb, Rh. S, Sb, 
Se, Si, Sn, SiT - r . Ti, Tl. V. Zn.
(Note: #  for Ba, I and Sr toxicology and behaviour in
metabolism for all isotopes)
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Type 2a same topics of interest as for Type 2 elements plus 
analysis, determination and separation:

rare earths, Cs, I, Kr, Mo, Nb, Ru, Sc, Sr, Ta, Te, Xe, Y, Zr

Type 2b same topics of interest as for Type 2 elements plus
metallurgy (incl. properties and fabrication) of the element 
and/or its alloys (excl. steel containing this element 
unless used in nuclear applications ^ ) ,  compound or system:

rare earths M , Be, Mo, Nb, Re, Sc, Ta, W, Y, Zr and nuclear
grade graphite
(note *  all alloys of Nd and Pm)

Recommendations for possible inclusion into INIS scope 

chemistry of noble gases
analytical procedures and methods with stable isotopes differing 
from natural ratio

effects of high intensity radiation (UV, laser) on biological 
materials (enzymes, DNA, etc.)
response of nonirradiated hosts to challenge by irradiated materials 
and vice versa; chemical protection

ultravacuum engineering (smaller them 10“9 torr)

alkali metal and solid-state plasma

solar phenomena (sun spots, solar flares, spectra, etc.) and planetary 
phenomena (auroral phenomena); cosmic radiation interactions with 
terrestrial magnetic field; radiation belts;

astrophysics and cosmology (composition and evolution of stars, 
quasars, galactic objects, etc.)

mass spectroscopy

interactions of atomic, molecular and ion beams with materials 
(sputtering, etc.), neutron diffraction and scattering studies for 
structure determination

Economics

Economic aspects of nuclear energy (incl. fission and fusion reactors, 
direct conversion of energy, irradiation facilities, water 
desalination, etc.)

comparative studies in relation to other energy sources (fossile, 
hydroelectric, solar, tidal ...)

effects of non-nuclear use of nuclear materials on economics 

Law and Administration

Legal and administrative aspects of nuclear problems; international 
treaties; licensing;
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legislative and administrative action for the protection of 
persons against radiation;

management of fissionable and source materials;

legislation and insurance in relation to handling, processing, 
storage and transport of radioactive or fissionable materials

Standardisation (metrology)

standardisation of types and dimension of measuring instruments; 
standardisation of radioisotopes and radiation sources; 
standardisation of terminology.

Data Handling

data handling methods and documentation of nuclear sciences

Comments are invited from Member States on the inclusion of the 
following areas into the Subject Scope of INIS.

The following figures represent the average yield of documents for 
1967 provided to help the Member States to make their decisions.
The figures are average values from different sources (Euratom 
experience, ZAED Germany, N.S.A. and some other abstracts Journals, 
such as Excerpta Medica, etc.)

Plasma and Thermonuclear Physics (Subject Scope 2a/2b) ~7000 items/year 
High Energy Physics (Subject Scope 3a/3b) 7000-8000
Application of Radioisotopes in

1000-1500 (est.) 
1000-1500 " 
1000 
8500

1500 
1500

4200 
6000 
2000-2500

2200-2400

5000

2000

Chemistry (S.S. 7h)
Industry and Engineering problems (S.S. 9J) 
Earth Sciences (S.S. lOe)
(Nuclear) Medicine (S.S. lid)
Agriculture (incl. sterilization, 

desinfestation, etc.) (S.S. llg)
(General) Biology

Radiation Therapy (Radiology etc.) (partly lie) 
Radiation Effects on Biological Systems (11a) 
Preparation of Labelled Substances (partly 7f)

Subject Scope suggested for possible inclusion 
into INIS:

Astrophysics and cosmology

Mass Spectroscopy, Nuclear Resonances, Neutron 
Diffraction

Economics, Law and Administration, 
Standardisation, Data Handling
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Comments from Member States received to date (27 June 1968)

Eighteen letters were sent out (19 April 1968), 10 answers 
were received by the Agency (Austria, Australia, Denmark, India, 
Italy, Japan, United Arab Republic, United Kingdom, United States) 
as well as 2 oral comments of authorized members of the Team 
(Germany, Sovi et Uni on).

In general the Subject Scope "core" was accepted as a whole; 
a number of suggestions and improvements in phrasing, terminology 
and precision were made.

Nearly all countries considered the Subject Scope as a classi
fication scheme and some very detailed or new classification schemes 
were proposed (Sweden, UAR). A few answers considered some items 
from "Recommended for inclusion ..." already as "core" topics 
(Australia, U.S.A., Austria)*

The scope desired ranges from U.A.R., India (broader than 
offered) to U.K., Sweden (narrowest).

Some of the main countries want a broader scope (Soviet Union, 
Germany, Japan) and some a more limited one (U.K., Sweden). The 
United States and, to a certain extent, the United Kingdom wish to 
restrict the scope to non-routine materials.

Almost all answers support the inclusion of "economics", "law 
and administration", "documentation of nuclear sciences", and_ 
standardisation".

AUSTRIA Core (C): exclusions: none
inclusions: ooly minor ones suggested

Recommended
for

inclusion (R): analytical procedures ..., high intensity..
effects, response of host ..., ultravacuum 
engineering, mass spectroscopy, neutron 
diffraction ..., economics, law and 
administration, standardisation, data 
handling

AUSTRALIA C: exclusior.s; plasma physics/thermonuclear
reactions
inclusions: none

R: chemistry of noble gases, analytical 
procedures, astrophysics/cosmology, mass 
spectroscopy, economics, law ..., 
standardisation, data handling

DENMARK exclusions: radiotherapy and radiodia
gnostics 

inclusions: none

R: economics, law and administration, 
standardisation, data handling
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GERMANY C: 

R:

INDIA

ITALY

JAPAN

SWEDEN

exclusions: none 
inclusions: none

(if cutting down: nuclear medicine etc.)

C:

R:

C:

R:

C:

R:

C:

R:

analytical procedures ..., high intensity ... effects, 
response . alkali ... plasma,, astrophysics/cosmology, 
neutron diffraction, economics, law ..., standardisation, 
data handling

exclusions: none
inclusions: technology of pure gases, industrial 

hygiene, crop improvement, etc.

the complete set of Recommendations as listed

exclusions: none
inclusions: analog and hybrid computers, broadening 

of life sciences

high intensity ... effects, response of host ..., 
ultravacuum, alkali ... plasma, mass spectroscopy, 
atomic beams ..., neutron diffraction, economics, 
law ..., standardisation, data handling

exclusions: none 
inclusions: all MHD

high intensity ..., response ..., solar phenomena, 
astrophysics/cosmology, atomic beams . . n j  neutron 
diffraction, economics, law ..., standardisation, data 
handling

exclusion: nuclear medicine 
inclusions: none

economics, law .., standardisation, data handling

SOVIET
UNION: C: exclusions: none

Inclusions: none

R: the complete set of Recommendations as listed

UNITED ARAB 
REPUBLIC: C:

UNITED
KINGDOM:

exclusions: none
inclusions: MHD, biophysics, IR and UV spectroscopy 

and many more

R: not mentioned separately

exclusions: routine applications of tracers, radio
therapy and radiodiagnostics, radiation diseases, 
effects of particles and radiation on biological 
materials .., inclusions: defects in solids, seismology

analytical procedures ..., astrophysics/cosmology, 
atomic beams ..., neutron diffraction economics,
law and administration
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UNITED STATES: C: exclusions: none, but restrictions to new
methods for tracer studies and application of 
radiation sources

0i inclusions: collisional phenomena, ionization
in gases, cosmic radiation, lasers, cryogenics, 
MHD, EFT)

R: complete set of Recommendations as listed

For further details and general remarks see the tabular 
representation.
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RECOMMENDED FOR INCLUSION INTO INIS



SUBJECT SCOPE 'CORE'; only controversial topics

Exclusions ( - ) or restrictions (r) ' Proposals for inclusion General Remarks

l c
dir.

conv.

I f
theor.

phys.

2
plasm.
thejmo

6d
trac.
mat.

( I f )
lab.

comp.

9i
rad.
ind.

9)
trac.
ind.

ICe
trac.
geo.

l id
rad.
ther.

l i e
rad.

H g
agri

cult.

Austria

1
i

fluid dynamics» sedimentology

Australia - :

Denmark r no detailed comments 
given

Germany (r) (0 (r) means may be ex
cluded i f  majority 
wants

India
i

i

1

Thermal & clectri. prop, o f solids, 
plasma technology, pure gas technology, 
crop improvement, mineralogy o f Li, Be

Italy !
analog and hybrid compute«*, 
broadening o f life  scienc. desired

too much stress on 
theory compared with 
technology

Japan a ll MHD research

Sweden - - Mineralogy o f Li, Be, Zr etc.

UAR
1 Many topics covering most o f the 

natural sciences and technology

UK r . r t - r r r r - Defects in solid states

USA t r t !< r I Collision phenomena, ionization 
etc. in gases, cosmic radiation, 
lasers, cryogenics, MHD, fluid 
physics

r means only new 
methods and tech
niques; in general
TID-4552 (R ev.5)

USSR
i



Appendix D

A NOTE ON THE CONCEPT OP THE "PRE-PRINT"

Traditionally, the pre-print had an accepted and fairly well 
defined meaning in English.

Oxford English Dictionary: "Something printed in advance"
"A portion of a work printed and issued before the publication 
of the whole".

Webster:

1. "A printing issued in advance of book or periodical
publication".
"A portion of a larger work (chapter of a book, article in 
a periodical) issued before publication of the whole".

2. "printing of a speech, lecture or paper issued before its 
formal delivery".

Since World War II this clear concept has been devalued and has 
ccme to have a variety of meanings to the extent that it is now a 
potential source of serious bibliographical confusion. Its only 
common characteristic is that in most cases it is not printed.

A preprint can now be:-

1. A "manuscript" of an article for submission to the Editor of a 
periodical (often in multigraphed form)

2. A "manuscript" of a conmmlcation intended for

a) verbal presentation at a conference
b) subsequent publication in the proceedings of a conference

3. A report (in a report series with identifying number or not) 
issued by a research organization, institution or university 
department in some near-print fofrn. Distribution is usually 
limited to a few hundred recipients (on a special list usually 
based on exchange) and copies can be obtained on request as 
long as the supply lasts. In some cases reports can be bought 
through Government or other sales offices, or copies in micro
form can be acquired at a nominal cost in certain national 
clearinghouses.

4. A gathering of pieces of paper containing preliminary information 
(often neither checked nor corrected) which an author sends to 
his colleagues for comment. (He may have made a dozen copies
by xerography from a typed originaler a few hundred copies 
mimeographed from a stencil.)



Furthermore any of the above forms may become any other one in 
the courses of its distribution history.

The preprint has thus become a form of personal communication 
(partly comparable to the letters written by the natural philosophers 
in the 17th and l8th centuries before the growth of periodicals) 
which has no public validity and tends to circulate within an 
"invisible College". This practice is in conflict and offends 
against the universality of scientific communication. Until the 
content of the preprint is published (usually after revisicnand 
editing) in a periodical, in the proceedings of a conference, or 
in a recognized reports series, it should not be part of the scienti
fic record.
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Appendix E

PRE-CONFERENCE PAPERS AND ANALYTECALS OF PUBLISHED PROCEEDINGS

Principles;

1. No objections to duplication, triplication, etc.

2. Discretion for inclusion or exclusion rests entirely with 
national centre.

(These principles are implied in 1.2 of Rules).

Procedures:

e.g. Marie Skiodowska-Curie Centenary Celebration 
Symposium on Perspectives of Nuclear Physics ... Warsaw,

17-20 Oct. 1967.
L. Pauling (Univ. of Cal., San Diego). "Geometric factors 

in nuclear structure".

A. Pre-print reaches Poland 10th Stept. 1967 PL 67-00345

B.— "Nukleonika" publishes complete paper in Polish in_N_ov. issue
Polish national Centre reports PL 67-00467

C. "Nature" prints slightly abbreviated text in its issue of 10 Nov.
English National Centre reports GB 67-01123

D. Proceedings of Centenary Celebrations are finally published by
the Polish Academy last week of December 1968. Pauling's paper 
is substantially the same except that diagrams have been included 
and later figures have been added. The title however has been

changed to "Nuclear models".

The Polish National Centre can report to INIS in 2 different 
ways according to the Rules paragraph 1.2.

1. The paper in Proceedings differs enough from PL 67-00345 to be 
considered as new. Therefore PL 69-OO989 N.

2. The paper does not differ substantially from pre-print and 
therefore it makes a double report:

a. PL 69-OO989 C(orrected) previously noted as PL 67-00345
and

b. PL 67-00345 D(elete)



Appendix F

PROPOSED CHANGES AND ADDITIONS TO THE "RULES RECOMMENDED FOR INPUT"

B.1.2.1. The Record Status is defined as: an alphabetic code which
defines the- status of the record for file maintenance 
routines.

B.l.2.2. The codes are as follows:

N = new record
C = changed or corrected record done by input country 
U = updated record replacing a previous version 
D = deleted record

B.1.3 Legend is changed to Document Form.

B.1.3.1. Definition: A code which identifies the type-of-record,
literary form and the bibliographical level or hierarchy 
in the entry.

B.1.3.2. The Document Form code is constructed by circling on the
Work Sheet one "Type-of-record" code (A-S) and, if
applicable, one or more "Literature indicator" codes_____
(A-G) , and one or more "Bibliographic Level"codes
A,M,S, or C.

Type-of- record Codes

A monographs
E maps and atlases
G films, motion pictures, slides, filmstrips
I phonorecords, and other sound recordings
K photographs, engineering drawings (but E for maps)
L computer media, i.e. machine-readable data
M journal articles
P patents or patent applications
R reports
S separates i.e. pre-conference papers and other non-book 

materials

Literary Indicator Codes

A standards, specifications
B bibliography
C conference, symposium, meeting, colloquium, workshop, etc.
D thesis, dissertation
E encyclopaedia, dictionary, glossary
G numerical data, i.e. tables, graphs
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Bibliographie Level Codes

A analytical (only works not published separately but as part of 
a larger bibliographic entry), e.g. chapter of a book, Journal 
article, single-volume of a multi-volume set.

M monographic (non-serial, complete at time of issue, issued in 
a known number of parts) e.g. reports, patents.

S serial (issued in successive parts with numerical or chrono
logical designations to continue indefinitely), e.g. 
periodicals; newspapers; the Journals, memoirs, proceedings, 
etc. of societies; numbered monographic series.

C collective (made-up collections like manuscripts, pamphlets, 
gathered together and catalogued as a single unit).

Examples of Bibliographic Level Codes

A S article in journal
A M S  analytics of a book in a series
M S progress report

B.1.5. The broad subject categories to which each item is assigned 
is entered as a 3-symbol code (see Chapter 6 and Appendix G 
of this document).

B.5.1. All document titles and sub-titles are entered in their
original (transliterated according to the rules) and followed 
by the English title if the original is not in English.
Journal and series titles are also entered in the original 
language.

B.5*6.1. ... Geographical names are in the language of the contributing 
country (transliterated according to the rules), except for 
country names which should be assigned according to:

U.N. Office of Conference Services. Terminology Unit.
Names of countries and adjectives of nationality 
New York, December 1966. (Terminology Bull. no. 214) 
in English.

B.10.2. Final or ending pagination should be made mandatory. If
pagination is non-continuous, all text pagination should be 
cited, separated by commas.

B.13. Related REN number.

13.1. Definition: The, REN number of an existing document in the 
data base to which the document being entered is related, 
e.g. Status code U in 1.2.2; translations.

13.2. Entry and format: The same REN number as that assigned to an 
existing related document is given.



Appendix G

SUBJECT CATEGORIES FOR "INIS LIST OF REFERENCES"

_ . _ . Permanent cross
Code Categories references (see also)

AOO PHYSICAL SCIENCES

A10 General Physics

All Theoretical physics A25
A12 Atomic and molecular physics
AljJ Solid state physics (incl. low-temp.

aspects) B22,B24,E12,E34
Al4 Plasma physics/thermonuclear reactions

(incl. devices)
A15 Astrophysics A26
A16 Direct energy conversion D21

A20 High Energy Physics

A21 Particle properties and interactions (theory)
- A22 Particle properties and interactions (experiments)-----------
A23 Accelerators (for fundamental particle research) El6
A24 Particle invariance principles and symmetries
A25 Quantum mechanics, field theory, relativity theory All
A26 Cosmic radiation A15

A30 Nuclear Physics

A^l Neutron physics E21
AjJ2 Nuclear theory
A33 Nuclear properties and reactions, A ̂  89
A}4 Nuclear properties and reactions, A ̂  90
A35 Shielding (theory) E15

BOO CHEMISTRY, MATERIALS AND EARTH SCIENCES

BIO Chemistry

Bll Analytical chemistry B12
B12 Nuclear methods of analysis
B13 Inorganic chemistry D12
Bl4 Organic chemistry d2i*D12
B15 Physical chemistry (incl. corrosion) D11,B22, B24,
Bl6 Radiation chemistry
B17 Fuel processing and reprocessing E22
Bl8 Waste treatment (processing) E15
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B20 Materials

B21 Metals and alloys (fabrication) E22
B22 Metals and alloys (properties and structure) A13,B15,E22
B23 Ceramics and cermets (fabrication) E22
B24 Ceramics and cermets (properties and structure) A13,B15,E22
B25 Other materials E22
B26 Materials testing (methods and equipment) E32

B30 Earth Sciences

B31 Geophysics and seismology El 4
B32 Geology and mineralogy
B33 Hydrology B35
B34 Meteorology B36
B35 Waste disposal B33>E15
B36 Fallout C24,El4

COO BIOLOGY, MEDICINE, HEALTH AND SAFETY

CIO Biology

Cll Genetics
C12 Biochemistry
C13 Tracer studies in biology
Cl4 Radiation effects on man, animals, micro-organisms
C15 Radiation effects on plants
Cl6 Food preservation

C20 Medicine

C21 Nuclear medicine
C22 Radiodiagnostics
C23 Radiotherapy
C24 Health and safety

D00 ISOTOPES, ISOTOPES AND RADIATION APPLICATIONS

DIO Isotopes

Dll Isotopes separation and production
D12 Preparation of labelled compounds

D20 Isotopes and Radiation Applications

D21 Power production application
D22 Industrial applications
D23 Agricultural applications
D24 Tracer techniques

A16
C16
C15,Cl6

C13,C22,D12

C14 

Cl 4

B14
D12
Cll ,C24 
Cll ,D23 
D23
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EOO ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY

ElO Engineering 

Ell Thermodynamics and fluid flow
A13 
A35 
B31 

A 35 ,B17 ,B18 
A23

E12 Cryogenics
El3 Structures and equipment
El4 Nuclear explosions
E15 Radioactive materials handling
El6 Accelerators (other than for particle research)

E20 Reactor Technology

E21 Reactor theory and calculations A31 ,E11
E22 Reactor components, fuels, accessories B17,B21,B23
E23 Research and test reactors; critical assemblies A31,B26
E24 Central power reactors
E25 Special purpose reactors Al6,Bl6,Dll

E30 Instrumentation

E31 Particle and radiation detectors
E32 Measuring instruments B26
E33 Instruments and components (other than measuring

instr.) E22
E34 Radiation effects on instruments A13

F00 GENERAL ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR ENERGY APPLICATIONS

F10 Economics

Fll Nuclear power economics
F12 Fuel cycle economics
F13 Isotope application economics

F20 Legal Problems 

F21 Nuclear legislation
F22 International cooperation and treaties 
F23 Standardisation

F30 Nuclear Documentation
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Attachment 1

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OP SUBJECTS AND THEIR CATEGORIES (Sample)
r

Accelerators, high energy A 23

Accelerators, general purpose E 16

Activation analysis B 12

Age determination B  32

Aircraft reactors E 25

Alloys, fabrication B 21

Alloys, structure and properties B 22

Analytical chemistry B 11

Animals, radiation effects C 14

Astrophysics A 15

Atmospheric radioactivity B  34

• • •

• • •

Central power reactors E 24

-Centrifugal separation of isotopes D 11

Ceramics, fabrication B 23

Ceramics, structure and properties B 24

Cermets, fabrication B 23

Chromosome aberrations C 11

Clothing, protective C 24

Computer codes and programmes F 30

Contamination, materials handling E 15

Control rods E 20

Corrosion, metals and alloys B 22



Appendix H

Country Year 

1 1 1

Serial Number
I  . N  . I  . S . W O R K  S H E E T 001 | 1 1

010 □ □ 
Sheet o f

Ren

Primary Secondary

i n M

%

M

A M S C

Related Doc. 
Biblio. Levels

4 .......

StatusCode Subj. Category Doc.Origin Type o f Record Literary Ind.
Levels

Relator Related Ren

LEVEL

015 □
(Use one work sheet per each level circled above starting from the leftmost. For journal 
articles, levels AS, use section 2 o f this work sheet)

NAME TAG DATA

Personal Author(s) 
Inventor

100

Corporate
Authors)

110

Issuing Body/ 
Assignee

111

University 112

Main Title 200

Subtitle 201

Original
Title

( t r a n s l i t e r a t e d )

210

Conf. Place 220

Conf. Date 230
Edition 250
Report/ Pat, No. 300
Sec. Numbers) 310
Place of Publ. 401

Publisher 402

Date of Publ. 403
Collation 500
Language 600
Notes 610

2 LEVEL 71
015 I I (Use this section for journal articles only)

Journal Title 200

Subtitle 201

Place of Pub. 401
Publisher 402
Date o f Pub. 403
Collation 500
Notes 610

3 LEva oi5 m

Journal Code 700
Corp. Auth. Code 710

Issuing Body Code 711
Key-Words 800
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Appendix I

ADDED DATA ELEMENTS TAG

AUTHORITY CODES*
Journal T itle  Code 700 0

Corporate Author Code 710 0

Issuing Body Code 711 0

KEYWORDS 800 X

1 Either personal or corporate author must be given
1 The issuing body is entered as the corporate author, when no author is given
s Must be given for thesis
* Must be given for conferences
5 For reports the edition is entered as part o f the report number
6 The report number, when optional, must be entered only i f  the prefix is listed in the INIS authority for prefixes
1 For maps, atlases, and drawings enter the scale, for films the running time, for phonorecords the speed in rpm
* These codes must be given whenever the corresponding data elements are entered
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68US00100 ( GA— 7462 )  NLÜTRt-i» CRUSS SECTIONS PCB * * ‘ P a ,
* » » P a «  AND * * * U .  D r ak e ,  M. K . ;  >J»cl iol3 , P .  F . ( GuTT~Ge'nef  a l  
A t o m i c ,  l n c • ( San D i e g o ,  C a l i f . ) *  S e p t .  8 , 1967.  C o n t r a c t  
* 1 * 0 4 - 3  ) - 1 6 7 .  0 3 p .  f iep.  CFf . T I .
KEYWORDS: c r o s s  s e c t i o n s ,  n eu t r on  b e a m

n u c l e a r  r e a c t i o n s ,  r e s on a nc e ,  s c a t t e r i n g , _ t a b l e s  
p r o t a c t i n i u m  231 ,  p r o t a c t i n i u m  23 3 ,  uraniutr  *ZT2 
r e s ona nc e  p a r a me t e r s *  t c t a l  c r o s s  s e c t i o n s

68US00101 ( G A — 8133 )  NEUTRON Ci<OSS SKCT1UNS FOR NlUBlUM.
A l l e n ,  * .  S . ;  D r ak e ,  P.  K. ( G e n e r a l  Dynamics  C o r p . ,  San  
D l e g o ,  C a l i f .  G en e r a l  Atc« r i c  D i v . ) .  Aug .  2,  195T.  X o n  t r ä c  t 
AT( 04 - 3  ) - 1 6 7  . 7 lp . Dep.  CK.iTI .
KEYWORDS: c r o s s  s e c t i o n s ,  ( Ha g  Yarn's", ' »e'v r ange

neu t r on  beams,  n u c l e a r  r e a c t i o n s ,  t a b l e s  
nf ob i  us  93

PHYSICS  
Neutron Interactions with Matter

68US00110 ( J U L — 503“ RX ) AKT1VILUUNCS-RESUNANZINTEGRAL UND
NEUTKUNLNSIXBSTAB-SCiirRPTKKTCff.  f A c H w « n o n  Resonance  
I n t e g r a l  and Neu t r on  Se I f - S h i e I d i n y  F a c t o r ) .  B o r c h a r d t ,  G.  
(  Ke>nTö rsch'un g s ahTage ,  Jue lTcB  (  We sVTJeTian'yT*.
Z e n t r a I i n s t I t u t  f u e r  R e a k t c r e * p e r i r e n t e ) .  S e p t .  1967.  32p.  
C In tiefmanj -. D e p •
KEYWORDS: a c t i v a t i o n ,  e p i t he f m a l  « eü t fOT f i

measurement ,  n e ut ro n  f l u x ,  r e s o n a n c e ,  a r s e n i e  75 
c o p p e r  6 3«  g ö l d  197,  f rahganese 55", S o z i u s  23 
t ung s t en  186,  r e s on a nc e  i n t e g r a l s  
s e l T - s M e i a i h g  r äcToTs

F. ( C u l f  Ge ne ra l  At omi c ,  
1, T967.~CcTnTracf

60USOO1O2 (TJR=*-1I35)  NLUTHUN 
» •■•U.  D r a k e ,  H. K . ;  N i c h c i s ,  P.
I n c . , '  S a *  D 1 ego « C a l l  T. ) .  3ept  .
A T ( 0 4 - 3 ) - 1 6 7 .  76p.  Dep.  C F j T I .
KEYWORDS: c r o s s  s e c t i o n s ,  n eu t r on  beams

nüc'Tear" fe ' act  i öns , "  r e s  c n änce ,  ' sS"a t l e f Tn  g , "  t a t r t e i  
uran i t f *  234, uranium 2Jb, r e so na nc e  p a r am e te r s  
T0TaT ' c" r o s s * -sec~n ö nT

68US00103 T I N R - P — 843/ IA/PL  J QIJ A ERUP01X TTOKENT'DF'  TIIE' K/sup  
» /  »  0* EXCITED STATE IN 0D*  » ' * L u .  J a s t r z e b s k i ,  J . ;  
Roszynsk i  ,~ T r . j ' P r eTbT  s z V Z . l  "51 ry czn I ew j c z , K..“J Pa rTsT '  PV;  
T r e h e m e ,  J .  ( I n s t i t u t e  o f  N u c l e a r  R e s e a r c h ,  Warsaw

M a n d ) > T 9C7 . 1 6 p.  Dep*
W w O R D S :  gamma r a d i a t i o n ,  l i f e t i m e ,  l u t e t i u m

"spec Tra a b e t a  d e ca y ,  c a p t u r e , '  ‘decays  el  ecFron s 
a  ha fnium 172 b e l e c t r i c  moments ,  e n e r g y  l e v e l s  
b  m u l t i p o l a r i  t y ,  quadru p c i e  moment

68US00104 ( T S — 1 7 3 0 )  MEASOT5EPEKT3 GF SOmr'CRHffff '^RAY
RELATIVE INTENSITIES  AND INTERNAL CONVERSION CLEFFICIENTS  
ÖSTHG A BEWT-CFYSTfft  MONOCH^OffTTTORi Ne l son" ,  G e r a l d  C . T  
H a t c h ,  E.  N.  (Ames L a b . ,  I c w a ) .  Nov.  1J67.  Con t r ac t  
U = 7 4 W - ~eng^B?. T4T p . ~PepV ‘  CTST17  
KEYWORDS J- ’ ' g a » md ~ r a ( i l a t  fön' ,  l 'n'Wr'näT 5onve i * s i6n  

s p e c t r a «  x r a d i a t i o n ,  e r b i u m  l o b ,  europ ium 15b 
g a d o l i n i u m  155»  y t t e r b i u m  170 , ra“d l  aTTon In t en s i t y 

a b e t a  d e c a y ,  europ ium 15ls, ha fnium 180,  h o l r i u m  166 
a ä a ■■  r l  um~ 15^t  t_hu l̂ 1 u « 1/ 0̂  _b ehei*gy l evTF l s

60USOO1O5 (  JINR— D7-3623  )  F E RSPEKT I V Y “STTTTEZA“WUVYKH
IZCTOPCV I  ELEHENTUV. ( P e r s p e c t i v e  V i ew s  on the  S y n t h e s i s  
ö f  New TSö töpe s  and" E l ement  s ) .  F l e r d v i  _G. N. ~  (“Jo 1 nt I n s f .  
f o r  N u c l e a r  R e s e a r c h ,  Dubna ( U S S R ) .  L a b .  o f  Nu c l e a r  
R e ffe n  onS J ,  19b/ .  l Bp r X ^ ff W S 3Va~rT)i~TJep.
KEYWORDS: a c t i n i d e s ,  i on  beams ,  n e u t r o n  beams

n u c l e a r  r e a c t  Tons « pFÖduct  toh » t  r «ns ( T f ‘an I iim"ffTeire?rrs

68USOOI06 (  J I NF— 1TOVTC IZDWEHNYE "SOSTOYAHI Y A PffT
RASPADE KOROTKOZIIIVYSHCIII KH IZUTUPOV “ >°Sm, » * » Sm,  » « o p .  □ 
RASPADE IZCTCPA * * * Pm.  ' ( New  I somer  1c St a t e i  by t hfe De cT?
o f  S h o r t - L i v e d  I s o t o p e s  o f  * * l Sm, * * ° P m ;  Un the
D e c ä f  o f - * * * ? » ; .  Kr  1 *1 « ~R~» T~ BYTeT' , B . ;  H0 Z I 61,  0 . ; P 6Kef  ,
L .  R . ;  P f r e p p e r ,  G . ;  S h t r u s n y i ,  K h . ; K h r i s t o v ,  D. ( j o i n t  
I n s t *  f o r  N u c l e a r  R e s ea r c h «  Dubna (USSR-) .  ’ “L a b .  6 f  N u c l e a r  
P " ' b l e m » ) . l » 6 7 .  21p.  ( I n  R u s s i a n ) .  Dep.

OTD5:  a i s o me r s «  s a va r t um 141,  1 somer I c ' 't r ans  ft'  ion
«- /omethium 140 b b e t a  d e c a y ,  gamma r a d i a t i o n  
b p o s i t r o n s «  s p e c t r a ,  s'amarttlm *I$tJ7  s a « m ”Qm m

68US00107 (  J INK— P6-3660 ) S’OVYF CANNYE 0 SK7TEKE"TTASPKTJA
* 5 , E r .  ( N e w  D at a  on the Uecay  Scheme o f  * * * £ r ) .
A b d u r a z a ^ o v ,  A. '  A . ;  K a l l n n T k c v ,  V .  U"."? Zhe l  ev «  Z n .  T . J  
N a z a r o v «  U .  K . ;  U r b a n e t s »  Ya .  ( J o i n t  I n s t ,  f o r  N u c l e a r  
R e s e a r c h ,  Dubna ( U S S R ) .  L a b .  o f ' R u c l e a r  P r o  bl em's^. 1968.  
1 2 p .  ( I n  R u s s i a n ) .  Dep.
KEYWORDS': e l e c t r o n s ,  gamma r a d i a t i o n

I n t e r n a l  c o n v e r s i o n «  s p e c t r a ,  holmium 159 a c a p t u r e  
a d e c a y ,  e l e c t r o n s «  h a l T - T i T e ,  e f bTüf lTlS^  
b  e n e r g y  l e v e l s «  p a r i t y ,  s p i n ,  m u l t i p o l a r i t y

66US00108 ( J1NR— P 7 - 3 6 3 0 )  I bSLLDÜVANIE SVÜISTV  
KOROTKCZlUVYSHCHIKif  YAÜERK'fKll 3D3TAVFYKH ~ST3TEI*. 
( I n v e s t i g a t i o n  o f  S h o r t - L i v e d  N u c l e a r  System P r o p e r t i e s ) .  
L o z h f n s k l «  E . J  Chuburkova «  1.  1.  ( J o i n t  I n s t ,  f o r  N uc l e a r  
R es e a r c h ,  Dubna ( U S S R ) .  L a b .  o f  N u c l e a r  R e a c t i o n s ) .  19e7.  
l i p .  ( I n  R u s s i a n ) .  Dep .
KEYWORDS: a n g u l a r  d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  compound n uc l e i

croi ’s *  s ec ' t t ons ,  « e v  r änqe  , n uc l ea r "  r e a c t  Ton s 
a r gon  40'« a s t a t i n e  2Ü&,  go 1.1 l y V ,  magnesium 28 
osmium 190 ,  s cand ium 47

68US00109 (  JTNR— P7-3673  )  IiJSLTDGVA^ITE "5VDTIITV SPONTA NNO
UELYASHCiiEGOSYA IZUhERA z* « >Cf .  ( i n v e s t i g a t i o n  o f  the  
P r o p e r t i e s  o f  a S p o n t a n e o u s l y  F i s s i o n a b l e  I s o c e r  * %6C f ) .  
G a n y r s k i l ,  Yu.  P . ;  Markov ,  n .  N . ;  P o l i k a n o v ,  S .  r . ;  
K h a r l s o v ,  I .  F . ;  Y u n g k l a u s * e n ,  Kh.  ( J o i n t  I n s t . ’ f o r  N u c l e a r  
R e s e a r c h «  Dubna ( U S o R ) .  L ao .  o f  N u c l e a r  R e a c t i o n s ) .  1^68.  
1 5 p .  ( I n  R u s s i a n 1) .  Dep.
KEYWORDS: p r o d u c t i o n ,  c a l i f o r n i u m  246 a c r o s s  s e c t i o n s
a i on  b e a a s «  n e u t r o n s ,  r u c l e a r  r e a c t i o n s ,  ca rbon  12 
a uranium 236,  e x c i t a t i o n  f u n c t i o n  b  f i s s i o n ,  ~ K a i r - I i T e  
b i s o m e r s «  s pon t aneous  f i s s i o n

68US001I1 (KAPL— 3 327 )  EVALUATED CROSS" 'SECTTTJWS TOR THE
HAFNlUP ISÜTCFES.  R e y n o l ds ,  J .  T . ;  Lu b i t z ,  C.  R. ( Knol  I s  
ATBWTir Powe*  L a b r ,  5rcheh« « taayT~T^_ Y . ) :  r t k i  n ,  I . j  H a r r i s ,
D. R. ( B e t t i s  A t omic  Power  Lab .  [ P i t t s b u r g h ,  P a . ] ) .  Aug .
17,  1967.  C o n t r a c t  W - 3 1 - 1 0 9 - e n g - 5 2 .  22p .  p l us "  CTfiaFTsV“D ep . 
CFSTI .
KEYWORDS: c r c s s  s e c t i o n s ,  ha fn i um,  mev r ange

neut  ron* be'ams, n u c l e a r  r e a c t i o n s ,  r e s o n an ce  
s c a t t e r i n g ,  t a b l e s «  ha fnium i s o t o p e s «  hafnium 174 
hafnium 175 ,  ' ha fn ium 177,  “ ha rh ium' T7B ' i  h a r n i  urn 179 
ha fn ium 180 ,  r e sona nc e  pa r amete r s

68US00112 * ( LA— 3?ee ) CALCULATION OF NEUTRON PULAHI2ATIUNS  
USING A LOCAL OPTICAL POTENTIAL - IT. I  AVERAGE PARAMETERS.  
B e e r y ,  Jerome G.  ; Ha r p e r Y  K a the  rrfTe'~HTf S t o v a l l ,  V i r g i n i a  
M. ;  Rosen«  L o u i s  ( L o s  A l amos  S c i e n t i f i c  L a b . «  N.  H e x « ) .
0c m 9 6 7 ; ~ T S n t l 8ä g t  1J=7^TT5-e ng - 3b  . "3TTp“. U « p . -----CFSTT.
KEYWORDS: e l a s t i c  s c a t t e r i n g «  mev r ange

neut  ron beams  « h e u f r b n s r  nuc l ear "  oiodeI s*  nuc l  eT 
n u a e r i c a l s ,  p o l a r  1 z a t i o n , t a b l e s ,  o p t i c a l  model

6 8USQ0U5  ( NP— i ?2 0 e>  SPtCTKE BETA ET ELECTRONS DE 
CONVERSION INTERNE DE LA TRAIfSTTION DE ^S76"K~eV DE ~LA
DESINTEGRATION * « » T h  ♦ » ‘ ü.  (  de ta and I n t e r n a l ____________
rSnv' f fPsToft 'TTTecTfbh "Speci iFi  t he  kSV T r a n s l t i o f l  lh
the  Decay 2 , | Th * * - > *U ) .  C a r do na ,  Jean - i Je rna rd  ( G r e n o b l e  
ITnPv. ( F r a n c e ) .  F a c u l t e  des “Sc l e r tcesOT Sepf i " "30 ' i  1966.
2 bp .  ( I n  F r e n c h ) .  Dep.  T h e s i s .
KEYWORDS: b e ta  p a r t i c l e s ,  e l e c t r o n s

r h l e r h A l '  c o n v e r s i o n ,  s p e c t r a ,  pTöT ä c t i n l um  231 
m u l t i p o l a r i t y  a b e t a  d e c a y ,  thor ium 231 b ene rg y  l e v e l s

Nuclear Properties and Reactions
68US00114 ( N P — 1722Ü)  REALISATION ET UT IL ISATI l iN  D'UN  

DETECTEÜU t ÜEHHANIUH "POUR'ETOT1ES ~5P 
CHAINE DE DESINTEGRATION » » » H f  ♦ ‘ » » L u  ♦ » » » Y b .
(~De ve loppelvf  and U se  o f  a Ge rmanium 7 Uet e c t o r  Tor  
S p e c t r o s c o p i c  S t u d i e s  o f  the Decay Cha in  * 7 * Hf  ♦ » ' » L u  ♦
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PART II





The majority of the Team considers that:

a) It would take years of effort to create a viable thesaurus 
and even then additions, amplifications, deletions must be agreed
upon by a number of interested parties, and the indexers and information 
personnel must be kept informed of these changes in the shortest 
possible time.

b) If the Agency is to create and maintain the thesaurus, it must 
have a large staff of high-level personnel, some of whom must be 
actively involved in actual retrieval of information. Alternatively
it might be possible to contract out certain activities during the 
first few years, thus reducing costs and ensuring the commencement of 
INIS some time in 1970, that is within about 18 months of its adoption 
by the Agency.

c) Thesaurus maintenance could be organized in a number of ways 
by INIS:

1) At present one full-time documentalist at ENDS maintains the 
thesaurus with help from the subject specialists on the staff.

—  —  This central—control could either remain in Brussels or be
transferred to Vienna when INIS become fully operational.

2) Thesaurus control can be performed in both places, if reliable
and rapid communication can be maintained between the two
centres. Modifications would then be decided by mutual 
agreement.

3) INIS could adopt the Euratom Thesaurus at a given moment as 
its subject authority and thereafter it would update and 
modify it on its own responsibility. The INIS Thesaurus 
would then progressively diverge from the Euratom one*

4) INIS could develop its own thesaurus by starting with a subset
of the Euratom thesaurus and adding terms of its own, in
accordance with its subject scope.

d) The choice between the above four methods falls outside the 
competence of the Team - it is essentially a matter for the Agency to 
explore which of these arrangements can be negotiated with Euratom. 
However, two members of the Team believed that c) 3) and c) 4) are 
the only practical alternatives.

Chapter 11. Staff and training and Appendix A .

The majority of the Team proposes the following organizational 
structure for the professional staff:

AREAS OP DISAGREEMENT

Chapter 6. Identification and indexing.



A. Managerial unit.

a) INIS Manager (0 13,110)
(mature experience of management in information work).

b) Liaison Officer - external relations (0 10,750)
Responsible also for external training. Scientific background 
with experience in handling information problems.

c) Systems Analyst (0 10,730)
Responsible for planning and further development of system.

B. Input section (all input except indexing)

a) Senior documentalist (0 10,730)

b) Documentalist (0 7,287)
Maintenance of authority files (with help of one assistant 
in highest clerical grade)

c) Computer unit (see Part III)
Chief programmer (0 10,730)
Senior programmer (0 8 ,889)
Junior programmer (0 7,287)
Junior programmer (0 7 ,287)

C. Subject specialist group"
(Indexing, thesaurus control, retrieval and specialized training)

a) Thesaurus specialist (0 10,730)
Experience in indexing, terminology and computer use

b) Subject specialists.
Scientific background and experience in information retrieval.

i. Physics (0 8,088)
ii. Chemistry (0 8,088) 

iii. Biology (0 8,088)

D. Clearinghouse

a) Supervisor (0 7,287)
experience in documentation and documentary reproduction

Total: 14 professional staff members.

Two members of the Team propose a different structure:

Management

Manager (0 13,110)
Systems Analyst (0 10,730)
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Input control

Chief (£ 10,730)

Documentalist ($ 7 ,287)
Assistant for

authority files (£ 7,287)

Subject specialists group

Chief (thesaurus specialist) ($ 10,730) 

Subject specialists (4) ($ 8,889 each)

Output services

Chief (£ 8 ,889)

Computer-operatlons group

Chief programmer ($ 10,730)

Senior programmer (j2> 8,889)
Junior programmer (2)($ 7 >287 each)

Total:15 professional staff members.





PART III
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INIS COMPUTER SUB-GROUP REPORT

by

E. Barraclough 
J.A. Gillcrist 
K. Isoda
E. Tschemoster
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1. SCOPE

Hie prime objective of this sub-group is to outline a basic, 
workable INIS computer system, and then to develop its costs. A 
supplemental function of the committee is to answer various computer- 
related questions posed by the INIS committee.

Alternative proposals are given in this report where they seem 
equally valid, or where the sub-group failed to reach unanimous 
agreement.

Depth of study is to be limited to th* brief time span; slightly 
over two weeks.

2. ASSUMPTIONS

This study is based on the following assumptions given by the 
INIS committee as benchmarks:

2.1 Computer configuration (see figure 1 of this report)

2.2 Input media, quantities, and formats (see Chapter 3)

2.3 Output

2.4 The basic cycle time of the system is to be semi-monthly

2.5 The Euratom Thesaurus will be used, but the overall maintenance 
of the Thesaurus is not be included in this study.

2.6 S.D.I. and retrospective searching at INIS are to be excluded 
from this study.

3- INPUT

3*1 Input will be in three forms:

3.1.1. Worksheets: Standard input forms should be designed from
the viewpoint of subsequent paper tape input.

3.1.2. Paper tape: One standard should be developed for paper
tape. This standard should be thoroughly field-tested 
before being published.

Under a controlled environment, a variety of paper tape 
codes can be easily handled by the computer. However, it 
is felt that in the INIS environment, allowing a multitude 
of paper tape formats would lead to excessive errors.
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3*1*3* Magnetic tape: It would be preferable that the 7 and 9
track tapes adhere to an agreed-upon international standard 
provided such a standard is stable and not subject to 
further significant modification. If, after a survey of 
the computer equipttent available among the INIS Member 
States, it is found that such a standard would not be 
efficient, a more feasible substitute should be selected. 
This applies both to input and output.

3.2. Such newly developed equipment as optical scanners,
incremental recorders, etc. were considered in only a very 
cursory manner. However, this type of equipment should 
receive continual evaluation with the objective of all 
input eventually being on magnetic tape.

3-3* The computer sub-group feels rather strongly that if
machine readable input is less than approximately 5>000 
items per year, the keypunchers will not become proficient 
enough to avoid excessive errors. Because of this we urge 
that some minimal input value, such as 5# of the annual 
total, be established as a cut-off below which worksheets 
become input to INIS.

PROCESSING

4.1. Checking: A programme module should be written to check such 
things as:

4.1.1. Proper format of machine input.

4.1.2. Proper use of most of the Rules (6).

4.1.3. Duplicate REN numbers in the current year.

4.1.4. Use of legitimate Thesaurus keywords.

4.1.5. Use of legitimate corporate authors.

4.1.6. Use of legitimate report number prefixes.

4.1.7. Use of legitimate journal names.

Note: for item 4.1.5» 6 and 7 above, these authority files should
be developed and maintained only if the corresponding data 
elements will be used for the production of indexes and/cr
as parameters in query formulation. The manpower require
ments for these files, according to Vaden and Rolling, would 
be:



Corporate authors 1 man

Journals 1 man

Report numbers .3 man

Total: 2.3 men

Computer time would be three man months to programme, 
plus two computer hours per month to routinely process.
In addition, periodically these files would have to be 
formally printed and issued to the participating countries.

4.1.8. Checking for duplication of the bibliographic citation will 
not be performed. If deemed necessary, such a check can be 
made. It would require an additional 2-3 man months of 
programming, and 1-2 hours of computer time each month.

4.1.9. Each inputting country will be.checked to permit only the 
use of the appropriate ’country’ codes in its REN numbers.

5. ERRORS AND CORRECTIONS

5-1. There are two distinct types of error:

Type I: those detected by the INIS computer.

Type II: those noted by humans either at INIS or in the
participating country. These type II errors we 
refer to as 'historical errors’, since when they“ 
are detected, they are already in the INIS 
computer files.

5.2. Type I errors: these errors will be automatically recorded
on a computer error file and listed, giving the complete 
citation plus a description of the error. These errors 
will not be processed further until corrections are received. 
INIS will review this error list, and where possible, punch 
up the corrections. Whenever INIS makes the correction, 
this will be noted on the error list. The error list will 
then be sent to the originating country where the remaining 
errors can be corrected. Corrections will be in the form 
of complete entries with Status Code = C, and using the 
original REN number. Type I errors will remain on the 
error tape until either a correction is received, or until 
sufficient time has elapsed to permit its deletion.

5-3. Type II errors (historic):

There are two alternatives proposed for Type II errors.
Both use the original REN number.
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5-j5-l- Alternative 1.

Non-trivial corrections are sent to INIS in the form of 
typewritten correspondence, possibly usingaa standard 
form. INIS will then periodically make the corrections 
to the historic file. Should this system prove unsatis
factory, a more sophisticated system would be initiated.

5.3*2. Alternative 2.

Corrections would enter the input stream as routine input
except that STATUS CODE = H could be used. These items
would be processed routinely except that on the semi
monthly list of citations, a comment would print indicating 
this item to be a historic correction. Periodically 
(quarterly or semi-annually) INIS would delete the old 
item. The countries receiving INIS tapes could handle 
the 'H' items however they wish.

Alternative 2 requires no additional programming and is 
completely automatic. Under either alternative, statistics 
would be kept on the number of historic corrections received.

5.3»3* For both types of error, only the country which meide the
original error, will be permitted to make the correction.
This restriction would not apply to INIS.

6. DELETIONS

6.1. Alternative 1.

Deletions are received in the form of correspondence as 
are historic error corrections.

6.2. Alternative 2. Deletions are included in with the regular 
input stream. Deletions would require only the original 
REN number and Status Code = D. INIS would make deletions 
to its historic files when other corrections are made.

7. STATISTICS

7.1. Routine statistics can include such things as:

7.1.1. Average error rates by country. This would list the 
country's current error rate ranking. It is felt that 
national pride would result in added effort toward 
reducing the error rate relative to the other INIS 
participants.

7.1.2. Average number of keywords per item per country.
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7.1.3* Average percentage of the various types of documents 
received per country.

7.1.4. Keyword frequency table. This table would be listed 
relatively infrequently.

7.1.5. All averages should be exponentially smoothed (i.e., with 
the most weight being given the most recent data). A 
smoothing constant of .2 would effectively average the 
most recent nine periods (4-^ months) with the weights 
given the data, ranging from 20# for the most recent 
month, to 2# for the data nine periods old.

7.1.6. The number of deletions and corrections made.

8. OTHER PROCESSING:

8.1. Quarterly INIS Tape: Each quarter the semi-monthly listing
of documents received should be accumulated in REN number 
order, into a single reel of tape.

8.2. A general purpose programme, or series of programmes should 
be written to perform special file maintenance, special 
reports and listings, etc. from the INIS historic files.

 Ultimately, a great variety of programmes will be written
to meet INIS needs, as these needs and the system evolve.

8.3 . A tape control programme and an addressing programme will 
have to be written. Such programmes will require 1-2 months 
each to programme.

9. TIMING

9.1. In the table following are timing estimates for the
various sections of the INIS System. Timings include 
only the basic system. Additional programmes discussed in 
the text of this report require additional time.

Three time estimates are given in the table:

1. Programming time in man months.

2. Debugging time in computer hours. (Debugging refers 
to the testing and editing on the computer of a 
newly written programme).

3 . Routine processing time on the computer in minutes 
per semi-monthly period.
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9.2. Timing Estimates Table:

Programme
Description

Programming Debugging Processing Time
Time (Man Time (Computer Semi-monthly 
Months) Hours) (Computer Min.)

Semi-monthly input of 
paper tape + magnetic 
tape checking + sorting 
by REN number. 20

Printing error list 
+ statistics

Produce tape copies for 
subscription countries

Sort + Print semi
monthly detailed list 
of documents received

Sort for Indexes

Print Author Index

Print Corp. Author + 
Report Number Index

2

5

150

20

90

10

30

200

30 (4-5 min./tape)

120

20

20

10 ____

36 man 
months

300 computer 
hours

400 min/semi- 
monthly

It should be noted that when an installation converts to a new 
generation or type of computer it takes about a year to become 
proficient in the utilization of the equipment, and for the various 
problems peculiar to the installation to be solved.

10. OUTPUT

10.1. Magnetic tapes to be sent to subscribing countries.

Two types of tape are envisaged for output; both 7 track 
and 9 track. The structure of these tapes, i.e., leader, 
directory, etc., will be the same as the input communica
tions format. The tapes will, however, contain additional 
data elements for the numbers corresponding to the key
words. The tapes will be in REN number order.

The character representation on the 9 track tape will be 
the same as the input character representation. On 7 track
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tape, two possible character representations may be 
required. First, the input representation which uses 
escape characters to define special symbols (e.g.,
= *ALPHA*) allows conversion to the 120 character set.
The second possible character set has the escape characters 
removed and is reduced to approximately a 60 character 
set. This second representation is therefore applicable 
to printers without the 120 character set.

10.2. Gross Error List.

The gross error list for paper tape and magnetic tape 
would contain errors of format which caused the input 
tape to be unreadable in some way. Such a list would be 
used within the INIS Section to determine the type of 
failure (e.g. parity on paper tape, label missing from 
magnetic tape, etc.). This list would not normally be 
returned to the originating country.

10.3« Information Error List.

This will be the main error listing and will contain two 
distinct varieties of error. First, items that come in 
with the same REN number will be listed as duplicates, and 
an indication given as to which item if any, is included 
on the good tape. Second, documents in which there is an 
information error, (e.g. missing author, wrong keyword, 
wrong internal format, etc.). These error items will be 
held on the computer produced error file.

10.4. Statistics.

Statistics would be kept for each country submitting 
documents to INIS, irrespective of the form of input.
A statistics file would be kept so that averages 
(exponentially smoothed) and raw data could be printed 
semi-monthly.

10.5. List in subject order of documents received in a 2-week 
period.

This list is the main printed output from the INIS System. 
The form of the list depends on the numbering system used 
in the author index. Two numbering systems have been 
proposed for use in this list. The first uses a number 
of the form Fascicule Number/Subject Code/REN Number 
(e.g. 21 A03 US 680312) which is 13 characters long. The 
alternative number is of the form Fascicule Number/Serial 
Number (e.g. 21/1234) which is 7 characters long. The 
serial number refers to the actual numerical sequential 
position of the item in the semi-monthly INIS publication 
of documents received. From the computer processing view
point, either number is equally usable; however, the short
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number enables a reduction of about yy$> in the size of 
the indexes. The order within subject classification 
depends on the document numbering system adopted for the 
printed list. If the first number is used, then they 
must appear in REN Number order within subject, which 
has the effect of bringing together documents from one 
country. If the second (i.e. Serial) numbering system 
is used, then within subject the documents may be in any 
required order (e.g. author, REN).

10.6. Indexes to reference list.

Three indexes may be produced to the reference list; by 
Author, Corporate Author, and Report Number. The Corporate 
Author index could include Issuing Bodies for those 
documents with no Corporate Author if this index is 
intended to show origin of documents. To provide a good 
Corporate Author index, it is essential to have an 
authority file of Corporate Authors. The special purpose 
of the Report Number index may require indexing by the 
REN number. This can be accomplished independent of the 
numbering system chosen in section 10.5 . above.

10.7. Quarterly, half yearly, and annual indexes.

Accumulated versions of the indexes can be produced for 
the cost of printing the index. The computer costs for 
these cumulative indexes are 6, 12, and 24 times the cost 
of the semi-monthly indexes.

11. PERSONNEL (Requirements for INIS)

11.1. The personnel requirements considered here are only those 
applicable to the computer operations, i.e. programmers, 
computer operators, and keypunchers. Not included are 
bibliographic type personnel, or personnel to maintain 
the Euratom Thesaurus.

11.2. Programming Staff.

Lead Programmer 1 

Senior Programmer 1 

Junior Programmer 2

Senior Programmer 1 

Junior Programmer 1

Staff required for first two 
years to get system into 
production, initially running 
the system, and additional 
development.

Staff required for subsequent 
years assuming no radical 
revision of INIS.
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11.3. Operation Staff.

Non-programmers responsible for routine processing of 
system. Also included is manpower for actual computer 
operation, and maintenance of INIS tapes.

1.5 non-professional persons

11.4. Keypunching.

1.5 Keypunching 1000 items/month 

•5 Proofing keypunch input

.5 Correction and miscellaneous punching

WO Total

' x s
12. MATERIALS

12.1. It is recommended that all input and output magnetic tapes 
not be 2400 ft. reels, but small 200 ft. reels. These 
small reels should be shipped by airmail and not airfreight 
to simplify customs problems. INIS must maintain a supply 
of both 2400 ft. and the smaller 200 ft. reels, estimated 
to be as follows:

Initial Stock Annual Increase

2400 ft. reels Mag. Tape 60 25

200 ft. reels Mag. Tape 100 50

Disc packs 10 2

Cards, paper, etc. will run perhaps twice the current 
needs of IAEA's computer.

12.2. Miscellaneous equipment such as tape racks etc. $ 2,000/yr.

12.3. Travel

Annual travel costs will initially be high. It is estimated 
that these will be j6 2,000.

13. S.D.I. AND RETRIEVAL.

The main facility that will be required by INIS before the system 
has been in operation for long is a retrieval capability.

In order to implement a retrieval system of any kind, many man 
months of programming will be required. A rough estimate for a
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retrieval system or S.D.I. system would be 24 man months.

Retrieval both within INIS and in the subscribing countries 
raises problems. We feel that if retrieval is required by a 
data element, such as journal title or corporate author, then 
these elements should be validated on input against an authority 
file. The cost of keeping these authority files has been 
estimated in the processing section of this report.

14. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

Because of the nature of the IAEA's staff, we recommend that as 
far as possible the programmes should be written in a high 
language so that they may more readily be understood by main
tenance programmers. Certain parts of the programmes, such as 
Thesaurus checking, where it is essential to use the full speed 
of the computer, will have to be written in Assembler language.

It is not clear at present whether the PL-1 compiler for the 
360/30 is sufficiently developed for use. By 1969 it should be 
resolved, and if PL-1 is fully operational, it is the obvious 
choice for this programme; otherwise COBOL should be used.
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